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PLUMBING & HEATING 
Are you aware of the many advantages 
of the S & L plastic piping system in 
comparison with conventional materials? 
Stewarts and Lloyds of Ireland manu-
facture two types of plastic piping for 
all cold water purposes: PVC rigi d pipe 
and High Density Polyethy lene pipe in 
sizes from 2" to 6" for co ld water mains 
and interior and exterior plumbing. 
The world-wide experience of the S & L 
group of companies is at your disposal 
and our technical staff is always ready to 
help with practical advice and informa-
tion. 
S & L High Density Polyethylene: 
High tensile strength; neat, light and 
easily transportable, available in sizes 
from 2" downwards and in 3" and 4" in 
un broken lengths up to 2,500 ft. Ful ly 
approved by the Department of Local 
Government for Regional Group and 
Private Water Supp ly Schemes. 
S & L PVC Rigid Pipe: Light in weight, 
easily jointed, smooth bore giving 
im proved fl ow. In sizes from 2" to 6". 
Completely resistant to attack from the 
most corrosive waters or aggressive 
soi ls. Incorporating the exclusive Ehri-
Muffe joint as a factory-mounted integral 
part. Manufactured to Department of 
Local Government Provisional Specifica-
tion, 1957. 
STEWARTS AND LLOYDS 
OF IRELAND, LIMITED 
East Wall, Dublin 3. Telephone 49002 
~,IPE FOR PROGRESS 
SPECIAL MONTHLY 
SUPPLEMENTS: 
NORTHERN IRELAND REVIEW 
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high tin1e we 
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So many people do. Install a Fabula. Thousands. Many thousands. Fabula 
so perfect, elegant, reliable. A picture in durable plastic. Perfection in reach 
of everyone. High level Fabula by Fordham. Once installed such elegance 
is never forgotten. 
Write for further detail-9 
and illustrated brochure 
Quality costs less at fordhani 
·-~~-· 
FORDHAM PRESSINGS LTD· DUDLEY ROAD· WOLVERHAMPTON ·Telephone: 23861/2 
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s 
improves 
efficiency, 
reduces 
running 
costs 
Today's demand is for better, 
more effective heating sys-
tems. Steel radiators Ltd.-
the pioneers of the steel 
radiator in the U.K. - have 
made two important addi-
tions to their range of central 
heating products, which bring 
new flexibility to designers 
and considerable advantages 
to users. 
STELOSTAT 
(Covered by world~wlde patents) 
The new thermostatic valve that 
controls the heat output from in-
dividual radiators and maintains 
pre-set room temperatures. 
Of similar dimensions to an ordi-
nary control valve, Stelostat may 
be easily fitted to existing or new 
small-bore installations, the low 
cost will be rapidly recovered 
from savings in fuel consumption. 
STELERATOR 
A new accelerator pump for small 
bore systems which is compact, 
completely silent in operation, and 
has a power consumption of only 
20 watts. Self lubricating bearings 
and the judicious use of stainless 
steel in its construction ensure 
satisfactory service over very long 
periods. 
heating 
STELRADS 
The best steel radiators for every 
installation. Available in the 
widest range of sizes, shapes and 
heat outputs to meet all the re-
quirements of industrial, institu-
tional or domestic systems. The 
specification of Stelrads is an 
insurance; research, careful man-
ufacture and stringent 100 lb 
pressure test ensure the longest 
trouble-free life. 
THE BEST COSTS LESS WITH STELRAD HEATING 
STEEL RADIATORS LIMITED 
SOUTHALL, MIDDX. TEL: SOUTHALL 2603. ALSO AT: DALBEATTIE, SCOTLAND. TEL.: DALBEATTIE 491 
• • • 
IRISH REPRESENTATIVE: M<R. KENNITH LEE. KINGRAM PLACE, FITZWILLIAM PLACE, Tel.: Dublin 65328. 
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WESTWOOD 
Vitreous Enamelled 
SANITARY FIRECLAYWARE 
for 
Houses, Hospitals, Schools, Public Buildings, 
Canteens and Factories 
In addition to White can also be supplied in 
the following pastel shades: 
PRIMROSE 
TURQUOISE 
SKY BLUE 
LIGHT GREEN 
BLACK 
GREY 
CORAL PINK 
IVORY 
INSTALLATION AT HYDE PARK CORNER, LONDON 
JOHNSON & 
(Vitreous China Division) 
ALFRED JOHNSON & SON LTD. 
QUEENBOROUGH KENT 
SLATER LIMITED 
Agent: 
(Sanitary Fireclay Division) 
JOHN SLATER (STOKE) LTD., 
BERRY HILL, STOKE-ON-TRENT. 
C. BRINSLE Y SHERIDAN 
10, HE'RBERT PLACE, DUBLIN, 2. TELEPHONE: 66283. 
-
45 
75 80 125 150 
Tough, dependable, good looking ... Wilson Wallfiames 
nave led the field In domestic oil fired central 
heating over the last two years. 
One of the reasons for their success has been the wlde 
range of outputs- five models covering outputs from 
45,000 B.T.U. to 150.000 B.T.U. 
To ensure that you can deal with every possible 
domestic Installation. we decided that even this virtually 
comprehensive range could be strengthened. 
So for that awkward · In-between ' Installation we 
~80 and now 
the 'in-between' 
wallflame 
... WILSON WAUfLAME 75 ... WilSON . WAUfLAME75 
Two 
For details of equipment, stockists and 
spares service, please contact 
• 
from the people who don't let you down . 
Henry Wilson & Co. Ltd. 
Makers of Heating Equipment since 1840 
P.O. Box 6, Kirkby, Liverpool. 
Telephone: Simop.swood 3541. 
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IIIDEAL-STANDARD'' PUT OVER 
60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE INTO THEIR 
NEW STEEL RADIATOR 
60 years experience in making radi-
ators goes into this new addition to 
the "Ideal -Standard" range. 
Experience that demands strength in 
a radiator- tested to 100 lbs. per 
sq . inch. 
Experience that requires high stan -
dards of workmanship and absolutely 
accurate dimensions. 
Experience in research that produces 
a radiator with smaller water content 
- that means more rap id response 
to thermostatic control. 
Experience in the radiator market 
-offering either a primed finish 
or these four popular colours in 
high -quality stove enamel- White, 
Cream, Primrose, and Dresden 
Blue. 
Experience with the problems of 
installation-and so including brack-
ets, air vent, plug and bushings in 
the price whenever required. And 
making available a choice of heights 
- 12", 18" , 24" and 30". 
"Ideal-Standard's
" 
experience is 
what goes into their brand -new 
steel radiator. What comes out of 
it all is more profitable business for 
you . 
FOR FULL DETAILS WRITE TO THE RADIATOR PEOPLE:-
H4 
IDEAL-STANDARD LIMITED, P.O. BOX 60, HULL YORKS 
" Ideal-Standard" is a trade mark of Idea l-Standard L1m1ted I nEAL- $tattdattd 
THE lEADERS IN HEATING AND SANITARY EQUIPMENT LIMITED 
Three 
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e Visitor to Dublin, 
Mr. R. L. Bayne, 
Sales Director, 
Hi-Vee Heating Ltd. 
(centre), is seen 
with Mr. R. Beattie, 
Sales Director 
Forkin Group 
(right) and Mr. W. 
Bell, Sales 
Representative, 
Forkin 
Group, Belfast. 
~~ Ireland one ~ trade 1 i 16fJI{Jg I of our most 
~ progressive 
THE new domestic tariff for central 
heating and lar&er consumptions, 
RESULTS 
OF NEW 
GAS TARIFF 
which brings gas 
space and water 
heating within the 
]nancial capacity of 
the smaller house-
holder, is creating an increasing de-
mand for gas central heating in the 
modern 3 .to 4 bedroom house of 
1,300 to J ,400 sq. ft. of living area. 
This was disclosed in the Chairman's 
t;peech delivered at the Ordinary An-
nual General Meeting of the Alliance 
and Dublin Consumers' Gas Company 
last month. 
In .the absence of the Chairman, 
Professor Pierce F . Purcell, 
M.Inst.C.E., his speech was read by 
Mr. James J. Davy, M.A. , Director, 
presiding. " The average cost in such 
a hoLJSe varies with households as one 
would expect, but extracts taken from 
our records show that the average cost 
per family equipped with gas selective 
warm air heating is less than 30/- per 
week throughout the year, which 
covers cooking, ali winter heating and 
hot water. Where the central heating 
is derived from a gas boiler and cir-
culated water, the quantity of heat 
used tends to be greater and the cost 
a few shillings more per week," said 
the speech. 
A point made was that with the use 
of gas fuel the elimination of chimney 
flues and solid fuel grates saves 
money, and if central heating and 
water heating by gas were incorpor-
ated in the basic design, the final cost 
of new building was likely to be 
lower. 
Four 
markets 
" JRELAND is one of the most pro-
gressive markets we are devel-
oping," said Mr. Ronald L. Bayne, 
a director of Hi-Vee Heating Ltd., 
Carpenders Park, Watford, Herts., 
on his departure after his recent 
visit to Dublin. 
He disclosed that his Company, one 
of ibe principle warm air heating 
equipment manufacturers in Eng-
land, has, since establishing a Dub-
lin agency last year, had great 
success in the Irish market. 
Mr. Bayne's latest visit was designed 
to launch a Spring sales offensive 
covering the whole of Ireland. This 
drive will include the opening 
shortly of a Belfast office. 
He has had close consultation with 
Mr. Robert BeaU:ie, Sales Director 
of the Forkin Group of Companies 
jn Dublin, and his colleague, Mr. W. 
Bell of Belfast. 
" We anticipate a J:I"Owth rate of 100 
per cent. a year in sales in Ireland," 
Mr. Bayne concluded. 
The Hi-Vee unit is specially desiped 
for heating the home for warm air 
domestic heating, using a boiler 
fired by any fuel. 
Commenting on the growth of the 
system, Mr. Beattie, well known for 
his motor racing interests, s~d: 
" My only regret is that we did not 
have this system in Ireland years 
before. Nevertheless, we are now 
rapidly becoming the foremost 
Company in the field of home heat-
ing in Ireland." 
IRISH PLUMBING 
& HEATING 
ENGINEER 
Vol. 5. No· 1. APRIL, 1965 
THE I R ISH PLUMBING AND 
HEATING ENGINEER is the only 
publication produced in Ireland 
catering exclusively for the heating, 
plumbing and ventilation industries 
with a guaranteed circulation cover-
ing the Repub.lic of Ireland and 
Northern Ireland every month. 
This issue sees the 
conclusion of W. ~- R. 
C o u c h m an ' s Seven 
Deadly Sins series for 
t h e domestic heating 
installer. Next month 
there 'Will be news of an 
important new series. 
I.P.H.E readers visit 
two of the bi~r inter-
national exhibitions-in 
Milan and Frankfurt-
through special reports 
in this issue. 
Our special r e v i e w 
features t h is month 
deal with (i) Circulators 
and pumps and (ii) 
Drying apparatus and 
ovens. 
On page eighteen we 
give further details of 
the J u n e issue 1965 
Directory of Manufac-
turers, A g e n t s, Repre-
sentatives and Distribu-
tors. Please read it 
carefully and note the 
closing date for receipt 
of details for entry in 
the various sections. 
• 
Editorial and advertlslnr 
offices: 
Callaghan Chambers, 13/15 
Dame Street. Dublln 2. 
Tel. 56465-6. 
London: J. T. Robson & 
Son Ltd., 30 Fleet Street, 
London, E.C.4. Tel.: Fleet 
Street 4438. 
Belfast: 26 Carnamena 
Ave., Belfast 6. 
Phone: 643095. 
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EVERY ONE A LEADER IN ITS FIELD 
----------
--------- ---
THE SUPERMATIC WALL-FLAME 
BOILER 
TFihe Supermatic Oil-
red Wall -Flame 
Boiler is the most 
elfective and the 
most economic cen-
tral heating system 
available today. With 
more than 18 models 
to choose from, with 
c44a P a c i t i e s from 
.000 BTUs to 
300.000 BTUs, the 
Supermatic range is 
the 1 a r g e s t in 
Europe today. 
• • "., I!' 
. - "' " 
THE GYRO-JET 
BOILER 
An attractively de-
signed f u 11 y auto-
matic, fan assisted 
boiler unit for most 
domestic capacities. 
Exceptional silence in 
operation is obtained 
f r o m the gyro-
mounted pak burner. 
Heat output up to 
50,000 BTUs. 
THE SUPERMATIC AIR 
CONDITIONER 
A completely new design, the wonderfully 
vbersatile Supermatic Air Conditioner acts as 
oth cooler and space heater. 
Supermatic 
Industrial 
Warm Air 
Heater 
Incorporating 
the patented 
Supermatic 
Wall-Flame 
boiler, the 
Supermatic In-
dustrial Warm 
Air heater is 
designed to 
warm premises 
from 55,000 to 
220.000 cu. ft. 
with a heat 
output from 
250,000 BTU/hr 
to 1,000,000 
BTU/hr. 
SUPERMATIC WARM AIR 
AND DOMESTIC HOT 
WATER UNIT 
A completely 
packaged heat-
ing system 
which can be 
installed into 
new or existing 
houses, the 
Supermatic has 
the wall-flame 
boiler unit, and 
was designed to 
be operated 
with ducted air 
home-heating 
while providing 
warm air and, 
in the summer, 
fresh air 
throughout 
the house. 
SUPERMATIC 
SKIRTING RADIATOR 
A slim, elegant, unobtrusive skirt-
ing radiator system designed to 
operate with any central heating 
boiler. The Supermatic skirting 
radiator makes waximum use of 
the heat from the boiler to heat 
a home. 
--------- ------
THE SUPERMATIC HOT 
WATER CONVECTOR 
New improved 
cabinet styling 
to an advanced 
hot water con-
vector system. 
Designed to 
convect a 
constant fiow 
of heated water 
at uniform 
temperature 
and even 
pressure. Heat 
output range 
from 5,000 BTUs 
to 60,000 BTUs. 
THE SUPERMA TIC 
GYRO-JET 
AIR HEATER 
AND HOT 
WATER UNIT 
A complete pack· 
aged heating 
system-can be 
delivered ready to 
install into new 
or existing pre-
mises. Once the 
oil burner is 
ignited the entire 
operation of air 
heating becomes 
automatic and in-
cludes thermostatic 
control of selected 
temperatures. A 
boiler unit, incor-
porated, supplies 
abundant hot 
water for most 
domestic needs. 
Heat output 
capacity 50,000 
BTUs to 60,000 
BTUs. 
ORDER INSTALL SELL You would like to know all about the exciting Supermatic range-
of course you would ! Then write* today for full details. 
*Or better still, why not drop in- we'll be pleased to see you. 
PERRY HEATING APPLIANCES LIMITED, 
HAMPDEN PARK, EASTBOURNE, SUSSEX 
Supermatic 
Tel.: EASTBOURNE 51294/5 
Five 7
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Six 
UnanimouS-Whichever way 
you look at it the LYNX is today's 
most popular cistern 
Lynx high and low level cisterns are made of 
tough durable black Duranite that won't 
craze, is non-corrosive. The Kingfisher syphon 
mechanism, made of polythene, gives a 
powerful flush, is non-corrosive, unbreakable. 
It can be used in both hard and soft water 
areas. The Lynx conforms to BSS 1125 and 
Water Works specifications, and is available 
in the following capacities: 2, 2~/3 gallons. 
Every genuine Lynx has the name engraved 
on the cistern 
Other Shires products are the Uni-Lynx 
close-coupled suite, cistern fittings, plastic 
flushpipes and the Polyfloat cistern float. 
Available from all recognised builders' providers 
in the Republic. 
GOOD LOOKING 
The Lynx's clean cut lines are an example 
of contemporary styling at its very best. 
PRACTICAL 
The Lynx is the easiest to install; the 
concealed fitting is neat and simple. 
EFFICIENT 
Discreetly quiet with the most depend-
able mechanism ever. 
SHIRES (IRELAND) LIMITED Stannaway Drive Crumlin Dublin 
... , 
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the CONCL USIO N 
deadly • SIRS 
of domestic installation 
LAST month we discussed the in-
flu.!!nce of flue construction and 
of wind on natural draught and we 
continue with some definitions of what 
a cowl will and will not do. 
Cowls may be divided into two 
classes. There are cowls which will 
d~flect downward air movement, pro-
VIded it is not at too steep an angle. 
Perhaps the best known of this class 
is . the louvre pot. Cowls of this type 
Wtll overcome many downdraught 
problems, but not all. The second 
class of cowl will deflect any air 
movement, even vertical movement. 
The " H " pot is an exam ole of this 
cl~ss. Cowls of this type do not per-
mtt a brush to pass through from be-
low so they should not be used ex-
cept where absolutely necessary. 
There is one condition that no cowl 
will remedy, fortunately it is fa :rly 
rare. This condition is known as 
terminal pressure, or differential ai~ 
pressure, and is shown in Figure J. 
. A house, in the path of a moving 
atr stream, or wind , may be compared 
to a rock projecting from the bed of 
a. fa t moving river. On the upstream 
Stde water will be piled against the 
rock to a level higher than the rest 
~~ the stream . Down stream, against 
. e rock , there will be a depression 
10 the water. Air u.nlike water is co . ' ~ ' 
mpresstblc, therefore on th .! " up-
stream " ·d f 
w·n b .s1 c o the house pressure 
•
1 e htgh, " downstream " pressure 
Wtll be lower. 
rt Now, If tho ohlmooy wmlo.l ;, 
h 
tn the ht~h oressure zone and 
t c base f h fl . the 1 ° t c uc commun icates with 
. ow pressure zon e then orcssurc Wtl[ b · . ' .. 
d e relieved by a movement of air 
... ~1w1 n the flu e and no cowl on earth 
""' sto · 1 tend P tl. If tt ts imoosstble to ex 
the flue upwards out or the high 
Pressure ton , · . . 
· e, tt IS posstble, somct1mes, 
in these cases, to restore normal con-
ditions by providing an inlet to the base 
of the flue from the high pressure side 
of the house, thus assu.ring the same 
pressure conditions at both ends of the 
flue. Care should be taken to ensure 
that the low pressure side of the house 
is sealed from the case of the flue . 
To achieve this it may be necessary to 
use draught sealing strip on doors or 
windows. Of course if, after all this, 
and with the wind in the wrong direc-
tion, a door or window is opened on 
the low pressure side, then thr;re will 
be an immediate release of pressure 
down the flue . 
Frictional resistancc.- A flue is a 
duct, for the conveyance of gases 
which generally have relatively little 
motive force behind them . Restric-
tion in a flue increases resistance, 
slows the movement of the gases and 
inevitably redu.ces updraught. A 
brick flue should always be parged 
or rendered inside; this ensures that 
the horizontal joints or any extruded 
mortar cannot leave the flue with a 
rough interior. There are, of course, 
tructural reasons also for parging. 
The best flue is a straight flue; bends 
add to resi lance; the sharper the bend 
the greater the resistance will be. 
Square bends are worst of all, since 
flue gases move vertically there can 
never be one square bend in a flue, but 
always two. 
Condcnsation.-Jn such a short dis-
cu.ssion it is only possible to outline 
basic principles but no discussion or 
natural draught would be complete 
without some reference to condensa-
tion. Flue condensation problems arc 
becoming more common with the ad-
vent of more efficient appliances. 
Whenever solid fuel, oil or gas is 
burned hydrogen is burned as part of 
FIG. 1. 
.... 
the fuel. When hydrogen is burned 
the product of combustion is H 'o-
water, in the form of vapour. While 
the water remains as vapour no harm 
can result. If the flue gases are dil-
uted with plenty of warm fresh air 
(as with an open fire), then no harm 
can result because the vapour is less 
concentrated. But if the flue gas tem-
perature falls below the dewpoint of 
the gases, perhaps because the flue is 
cold and exposed, then the vapour will 
condense on the walls of the flue. As 
it condenses various chemical com-
pounds are formed; some of these can 
be highly corrosive and may well dam-
age the flue. 
f~\ The remedy? Well, I can hardly r.r say " use less efficient applian-
ces!" Instead, one obvious point is to 
keep the flue warm, well insulated, or 
clear of the outside walls or both. 
Make sure the flue is not too large and, 
if you still anticipate trouble line the 
flue with a corrosion-resistance liner of 
the right size, with a drain at the base 
of the flue. 
Things could be worse. When I 
was in Sweden recently I heard of the 
problem they have in some areas-
flues blocking completely with ice 
from condensation! 
T HIS sparkling and well-informed series was by W. J. R. COUCHMAN. 
Mr. Couchman maintains dose contact with the trade throughout 
Ireland and is ideally informed to compile_this series. 
Seven 
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NEW FITTING 
BY MIRAFLO 
A UNIQUE new bath fitting which 
by a simple dialling action will 
fill the bath or provide a shower 
cessary fittings, the new units 
method and cost of installation are 
no different to that of fitting two 
conventional bath taps. Irish agents 
are Modem Plant Ltd. 
HENRY WILSON & Co. Ltd. have 
made a further addition to the range 
ANOTHER 
WALL FLAME 
BOILER 
of Wilson Wall-
flame Boilers. The 
new 75 conforms 
to the design and 
styling of the other 
models in this range (covering outpu.ts 
from 45,000 to 150,000 B.t.u.jhr.), and 
is available as a standard model or 
with factory fitted Waterguard con-
trols. 
The new boiler is the answer to 
those "in-between" installations in 
which the gap between the 60 and the 
90 models was too great. As more 
Continued page ten. 
with control overflow and tempera- .,. _______ _. 
ture, is announced by Mirafto Ltd., 
of Cheltenham. 
Known as 1be Mira 10, it is a single, 
compact unit which fits in the space 
normally occupied by the hot and 
~old taps •.. It eliminates the need 
for separate taps, shower diverter or 
other accessories, yet with just two 
dials J:ives instan£ choice of shower 
or bath as well as independent con-
trol over both water flow rate and 
temperature for either function. 
The Mira 10 is the first true mixing 
unit of its kind, say the manufac-
turers. The hot and cold supplies 
are blended within the body of the 
unit to a temperature governed by 
the setting of the inner dial. The 
outer dial acts like a normal tay 
and controls the rate of flow of the 
blended water. The important 
feature is that whatever temperature 
is chosen remains reasonably con-
stant however much the rate of flow 
is varied. Conversely, a change in 
the temperature setting does not 
noticeably affect the flow rate. 
The inner dial also incorporates an 
ingenious changeover action so that 
the control features can be instant)~ 
switched from bath filling to shower-
inJ:-or vice versa-at will. 
Supplied complete with flexible 
shower riser pipe, rose and all ne-
Pour OXYPIC, the guaranteed leak repair preparation, into a hot 
water installation and seal leaks, no matter where they are, in 
30 minutes! 
Faulty fittings, bad threac.,, sand holes, any leak through any cause 
is sealed economically and quickly. No dismantling needed; no 
patches or welding; no need to even find the leak; no trouble at all ! 
*Oxypic prevents rust and scale. It can also be used as an active 
leak preventive. 
N.B.-Unsuitable for domestic or draw off systems. Retail 
Price £1 per tin C.O.D., money refun:led if not sati;fied. 
Full details from: 
H. Pickup Ltd. 
Dept. I.P.C.3, Roscoe Works, 
Scarborough. Tel. 4997 I 8 I 9. 
6 Charlton St., York. Tel. 24611 
Established 1892. 
Supplies obtainable from: 
K. W. Talbot 
Builders' Merchant, 
43 Charlemont Street, 
Dublin, 2. 
GAS OR ELECTRIC? 
WELDING OF COURSE! 
But we also have a wide range of cutting and heating equipment, 
accessories and safety equipment. Delivery services everywhere. 
CONTACT INDUSTRIAL GASES (I.F.S.}, LTD., DUBLIN 
Eight 
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NEW REDUCED PRICES: International Capital 
1 Radiators are the most reasonably priced quality radiators on the market. Just check 
our price list. 
2 QUALITY: New methods of quality control ensure absolute reliability. Every Capital Radiator is individually tested and inspected. 
3 STYLING: Panels are slim, elegant, and feature a seamless rolled top. 
A pril, 1965 . 
4 DELIVERY: Immediate. 
SIZES: 
You 
have a choice of 34 sizes in 
5 three heights and in single and double panels. Trebles, quads, angles and curves to order. Many distributors also offer 
curving. 
6 DISCOUNTS: Better than most. In addition, as with other International products, you enjoy a cash rebate on every radiator you install. 
That, gentlemen, is the case for installing Capital Radiators. Absolutely watertight. 
So contact your supplier now. Or write or phone us for full details. 
International 
BOILERS AND RADIATORS LTD 
PARK HOUSE 22 PARK STREET CROYDON SURREY TEL: MUNICIPAL 3581-5 
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND- MESSRS. MONS ELL. MITCHELL & CO. LTD .. 67-73 TOWNSEND STREET. DUBLIN 2. ALL RETAIL 
PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 5% INCREASE TO COVER CARRIAGE ETC. 
Nine 
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from page eight. 
. . 
and more installations demand this 
output of 75,000 B.t.u./hr., the new 
boiler will bridge that gap. 
The new boiler is styled in the 
plain faced casing introduced by 
Wilson in 1963, and incorporates all 
the technical improvements made to 
this best-selling range during the last 
three years. Agent in the Republic 
is George A. Reid, Esq., 16 Fade St., 
Dublin. 
Another development from Henry 
Wilson & Co. is the redesign of the 
35,000 B.t.u./hr. vapourising boiler, the 
the V35. The boiler casing design is 
now identical to that of the popular 
standard wallflame range. 
* * * VAN den Bosch Ltd. (Europair 
House, Alexandra Road, Wimbledon, 
OIL TANK 
CONTENT 
ALARM 
S.W.19) have intro~ 
duced the Nivotrol 
visual alarm for oil 
tank contents. The 
alarm is operated 
by its own low temperature heating 
element which is immersed in the 
tank. As long as the element is 
covered with oil, there is no circuit. 
As soon as the oil falls below the 
level required, overheating of the ele-
ment causes the alarm circuit to be 
made. 
The position of the element can be 
adjusted to give the alarm at any re-
quired contents level. The alarm 
itself is in the form of an extremely 
neat white plastic face-plate, the. same 
size as standard domestic lighting 
switches, which can be recessed into 
the kitchen wall to give visual warn-
ing of falling oil content. 
The alarm has extremely low cur-
rent consumption and is suitable for 
standard single phase electricity sup-
plies. The Nivotrol can be easily 
adapted to include an audible alarm 
circuit. 
* * * HONEYWELL Controls Ltd. have 
made an increase in price on a limited 
number of their domestic heating 
controls. The increase is far from 
beina a general one, and only six 
items of equipment are, in fact, in-
volved. In some cases the increase is 
only 5 per cent. approximately. 
Ten 
and 
fittings 
Time has proved that vitrified clay is the one material 
that will retain its properties indefinitely. Many alter-
natives have been tested and have failed. But over the 
years vitrified clay pipe and fittings have unfailingly 
resisted the effects of sulphuric acid and all other 
chemical, corrosive and abrasive attacks. It is unsur-
passed for mechanical strength. At our factory there is 
a long tradition in the manufacturing of vitrified clay 
sewer pipe and fittings, a tradition which has helped to 
supply top quality materials for Sewerage schemes, 
large or small, all over Ireland. We are the only manu-
facturers of the complete range of sewer pipe and 
fittings in the Republic. 
Available at all leading Builders Providers and 
Hardware Merchants. 
;~;;~~~~· • 
FIRECLAYS LTD. 
Manufacturers of Vitrified Clay Sewer Pipe and Fittings 
The Swan, Athy, Co. Kildare. 'Tele hone: Wolfhill 3. 
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Same heat for 
half the size 
THERMALRAD Convector radia-
tors, whE·n compared with or-
dinary steel radiators, provide the 
same heat for half the size. This 
is ~he claim of the manufacturers, 
Thermal Radiators Ltd. 
Their compact size offers many prac-
tical advantages. The first of these 
advantages is, of course, that of 
space saving. However, Thermal-
rad radiators are not just space-
savers. Their water content is one-
fifth that o~ ordinary radialtors, 
which means their initial heat build-
up will be quicker and require less 
fuel. And because Thermalrads 
are designed primarily as convectors, 
the warm air circulates much faster 
and rooms heat up more rapidly. 
Thermal Radiators Limited are also 
the sole distributors to the heating 
trade of the Ranco ihermostatic 
radiator valve which is highly effic-
ient in controlling the temperature 
of a radiator to within fine limits, 
and giving great flexibility in any 
heatinJ: system. Thermalrad agent 
in Northern Ireland is Mr. G. W. 
Monson, Monson & Sons, 227 
Beersbr1dge Road, Belfast, 5. In 
the Republic the agent is Mr. P. J. 
Moore, Heatovent Supply Co., 379 
South Circular Road, Rialto, Dub-
lin. 
·'· .,. 
A STANDARD model of the recently 
introduced gas fired boiler, the Auto-
STANDARD 
CAS BOILER 
INTRODUCED 
gas 65, is available 
now from Redfyre 
Limited (one of 
the Newton Cham-
bers Companies). 
Particularly suitable for installation 
with existing small bore heating 
systems, this incorporates the Adratrol 
gas control and an electric thermo-
stat. 
Like the small bore unit, this model 
is designed for simplicity of installa-
tion and maintenance. Immediately 
beh.ind the magnetically closed door, 
wh1ch covers the full width o( the 
cabinet, ali the controls are conven-
iently grouped in front of the boiler. 
Above them a white panel carries the 
thermostat knob and scale as well as 
the operating instructions, and gives a 
neat interior. 
With an output of 65,000 B.t.u./hr., 
this new boiler supports a 30-gallon 
cylinder with 290 sq. ft. of radiator 
surfaces, including the linking pipes. 
The flue offtake is designed fQr a 5in. 
internal diameter asbestos cement or 
metal pipe and the boiler body is 
drilled and tap!.Jed for two H·in. B.S.P. 
connections at each side. 
April, 1965. 
PERFECTION Parts Ltd. {Union 
Street, London, S.E.l) have intro-
duced a new Autoheat central heating 
control panel, which is suitO:tb\e for all 
types of gas or oil central heating 
systems. The panel is the result of 
two years' practical development in 
the field and incorporates many out-
standing features. It is housed in an 
attractively designed pressed steel case 
with a black and gold perspex front-
plate with white lettering. A four-
position selector switch gives the 
choice of different programmes. 
Do It Now! 
Details of the 1965 Directory of 
Manufacturers, Agents, Represen-
tatives, and Distributors are given 
on pago eighteen. Please note that 
the closing date for receipt of 
Directory material is MAY 1st. 
GRACEFUL LINES FOR GRACEFUL LIVING 
BROOKS ~-::~~t!!. 
4 SACKVILLE PLACE, DUBLIN I. TEL: 41841 
Eleven 
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See Sanbra Fyffe first 
for all requirements • In plumbing • serv1ces and heating 
THE SANBRA FY·FFE RANCE INCLUDES: 
e CONEX- INSTANTOR Compression 
Joints and Fittings for Copper Tube. 
e Valves, Stopcocks and Drawn Copper 
Traps. 
e SANBRA FYFFE Brassware-including 
the renowned 'Easilyne' and 'Aqualyne' 
Luxury Taps and Fittings-as welJ as 
Pillarcocks, Bibcocks, Wastes, Plug-
cocks, etc. 
SANBRA FYFFE products are approved 
by the leading Architects , Surveyors , 
Plumbers , Contractors, Government 
Departments, Municipal Authorities and 
Water Works throughout Ireland. 
Yyou~ 
SANBRA FYFFE LIMITED, CONEX WORKS, SANTRY AVENUE, DUBLIN 9. 
/~All D£NIID CHI \ 
( 
· Sanbra \ ). 
Fyffe 
Telephone: Dublin 375131 (5 lines) · Telegrams: Sanbra , Dublin. Telex. 5325. 
Twelve 
1\ C)UALITV ,' 
~RLIF~ =--=~ 
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LEE, Howl & Co. Ltd. (Tipton, 
Staffs.) have improved the design and 
lowered the price of their " Super-
Major" double action reciprocating 
pump. The oumo is used for water 
supply from- welis and for general 
domestic purposes. The improved de-
sign of the 1" x 1" (suction and de-
livery) pump makes a more compact 
unit achieved by a completely new 
design of oower and of robust con-
struction ~hich inclu.des a new oat-
tern connecting rod adjustable -for 
eccentric wear. 
In addition there has been an ex-
tension in head from 85 to 100 feet 
head. These imorovements have a lso 
enabled a 10 o~r cent. reduction in 
price. The output is 275 g.p.h. and 
the floor space occupied is only 22" x 
11 ". The unit i also available fitted 
to the top of a water tank for auto-
matic pressurised water supply. This 
packaged unit is controlled by a switch 
operated by the oressure in the tank. 
The pump in addition is available 
driven by a 75 cc. Suffolk 4-stroke 
engine. 
THE RANGE of oumos for central 
heating purposes fro-;, S~under Valve 
Company Ltd. comprises self-
contained electric 'l!.nits in sizes for 
handling duties up to 1,000 g.p.m.-
a scope that embraces most capacit ies 
from large country house to large 
blocks of fla Is or office . 
For medium ized dwellini!S the 
E Hot Water irculators of Full-
~ay, direct-in-pipeline tyoe, permit-
lin~ gravity circulation - where re-
~·~•red, are available in sizes t" to 
• the maller pumps having screwed 
connections, the lamer izes bein.,. ar-
ra d - .... b nge for flanged fitting . or sma ll 
Aore. sy tern the Safrax land les 
1 ~~elerator is offered in sizes I" and t for dutie up to 16 g.p .m. 
I * * * th N THE ump or cellar drainer of 
e Safran range the VB i de igned to a d , 
st . mo erate !)rice and is of ub-
. adnt•al_ con !ruction for dome tic or 
m u tnal u 1 . . 2' 6" d e. t 1 u.1table for a 
an epth of ump and is fitted with 
open bladed impeller capable of 
1 N this equipment review 
we take a look at new 
developments in the fields 
c o v e red by this month's 
special review. (All claims are 
those of the manufacturers}. 
handling solids U!J to • " diameter. 
A float switch provides automatic con-
trol. Model SVB embodies certain re-
finements and this model is again 
available in sizes 1" and lf'. 
British Steam Specialties Ltd. have 
been aooointed as Distributors for 
Safran P~mps in the Republic of Ire-
land and Northern Ireland. They 
operate from their Dublin and Belfast 
addresses, 33 Leeson Park, Dublin, 
and Distillery Street, Belfast. 
* ;.(< ~:~ 
TWO LARGER models have been 
added to the range of Selfette Circul-
ators, making the sizes available, 1", 
2" 3" 3"a 4" and 4"a. Heads uo 
to' 20 feet a'nd ~aoacities of l 20 g. p.m-. 
are now attainabie. Bearing in mind 
the trend for modern buildings to 
grow taller, the working pressure has 
been raised to 100 p.s.i. at 100 degrees 
throughout the range, enabling 
Selfette to accommodate the re ultant 
higher static heads. 
Standard materials of constru.ction 
are ca t-iron body, gunmetal impeller 
and stainless tee! haft. The normal 
application for the Selfette is as a 
uper silent heating accelerator, al-
though it is often used for low head 
transfer duties. The delivery period 
is seven days. The manufacturers are 
Holden & Brooke Ltd., Sirius Work , 
Manche ter. 
A NEW caled down version of the 
well e tabli hed Opiomatic range of 
variable central heating pumps mark-
eted by B .. A. Harford Pump Ltd ., 
has recently been introduced and is 
April, 1965. 
known as the Opiomatic "Junior." 
lt has been developed to include the 
smaller installation, and since space is 
often at a premium, is smaller and 
more compact than the standard 
model. 
Variation is obtained by the man-
ual operation of a setting device which 
matches the pump duty to the exist-
ing system resistance. A wide selec-
tion of du.ties is available ranging 
from a minimum of 2.75 ft. head at 
zero flow and 1 ft. at 12 gal./min. to 
a maximum of 5.5 ft. at zero flow and 
2.5 ft. at 16 gal./min. 
A simple plug positioned in the top 
of the casing may be depressed to 
serve the dual purpose of venting air 
trapped within the pump, and should 
the shaft become jammed, of en-
gaging in a keyway on the shaft which 
may then be loosened by a screwdriver 
without recourse to dismantling. 
* * * FROM THE range of International 
Boilers and Radiators Ltd. we note the 
Sigmund ThermoPak, a glandless ac-
celerator of imple design specially 
designed for small bore heating ser-
vice, and which can be fitted horizon-
Continued page fifteen. 
From the comprehensive B.S.A . 
Harford Pumps Ltd. range-the 
Opiomatic Junior variable head 
accelerator. 
Thirteen 
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Fourteen 
Announcing 
* 
CIRCULATING PUMP 
• Costs less. 
e Best value for money. 
e Big output- up to 70,000 btu's 
boiler rating. 
• Output variable from either side. 
e Smallest pump available. 
e Weight only just over 6 lb. 
e Can be fitted in minutes. 
e No capacitor- simple wiring. 
e Operates at any angle. 
e Can operate on reduced voltage. 
• Couplings t•, t" and 1". 
Available now from your merchant. Send for further 
details to: 
Designed for Modern Home Heating 
Attractive appearance, silent operation, 
vibrationless. Simple to install and set. 
Inexpensive, convenient and reliable -
THE IDEAL PUMP. 
ROTHERHAMS LIMITED · COVENTRY · ENGLAND · Tel: 28292 
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tally or vertically so long as the shaft 
is kept in the horizontal position. It 
requires no starter or special wiring, 
the parts are replaceable and inter-
changeable, units can be entirely dis-
mantled on site. It is also available 
in all-bronze construction. The sole 
agents in the Republic of Ireland for 
the International range are Monsell, 
Mitchell & Co. Ltd., Pearse St., and 
Townsend St., Dublin. 
* * * 
THE ALLEN Gwynnes unchokable 
sump pump can pass solids and spheres 
to a diameter oft". and has a range of 
du.ties from 10 to 50 gallons per min-
SPECIAL REVIEW 
from page thirteen . 
ute at heads between 25 and 10 feet. 
The impeller is made of cast-iron and 
is mounted on a substantial shaft sup-
ported in a ball bearing and an oil-
impregnated bearing bush. The ball 
bearing acts as a combined thrust and 
journal bearing. 
The casing is made of cast-iron and 
is designed to support the complete 
unit. The delivery branch has a 1 t" 
B.S.P. female thread. It incorporates 
a 90 per cent. bend, pointing vertically 
MOPUMP SUMP DRAINAGE UNITS 
THE Jf' SUMP PUMP FOR 
DEALING WITH SEEPAGE 
AND LEAKAGE WATER IN 
CELLARS, BOILER HOUSES 
AND OTHER PREMISES 
BELOW S E W E R LEVEL. 
THIS DRAINAGE MOPUMP 
WILL AUTOMATICALLY 
DRAIN THE SUMP WHEN 
FULL AND SWITCH OFF 
WHEN EMPTY. 
' MOPUMP ' IS THE TRADE NAME FOR CENTRIFUGAL 
PUMPS MANUFACTURED BY RHODES, BRYDON 
AND YOUATT. 
For technical information, catalogues, etc., contact 
Associate Company: 
T ylors of Ireland Ltd. 
55 Rathgar Avenue 
Grams: 'Tyland, Dublin.' Dublin, 6 Telephone: 904603 f 4 
April, 1965. 
upwards. This avoids the need for a 
separate bend and so reduces the size 
of sump required. A mechanical ring 
of spring loaded carbon ring type is 
provided to prevent leakage along the 
shaft from the pump casing. A 
spider type coupling transmits the drive 
from the motor to the pump. 
The motor rating is t h.p. when run-
ning at a speed of 1,440 r.p.m. A 
simple float switch controls starting 
and stopping of the pump motor. 
This operates from a minimum water 
level of 4 inches to a maximum of 24 
inches. The manufacturers- are Allen 
Gwynnes Pumps Ltd. (Firth Road, 
Lincoln, England). 
* * * WORTHINGTON- Simpson supply 
a range of hot water circulators for 
use in the heating systems of fac-
tories, hospitals, office blocks, and 
other large commercial and public 
buildings. · The present range covers 
capacities from 5 to 200 g.p.m., and 
heads up to 60 feet depending upon 
capacity. Motors supplied are from 
t to 5 B.H.P. single and three-phase. 
These pumps are available as compact 
"monobloc" units or in driving head 
construction for separate motor or 
V -belt drive. Sleeve bearings are used 
throughout to ensure quietness in op-
eration. 
* * * THE SCARAB Engineering Com-
pany Ltd. (Fulham Road, London, 
and 40 West Street, Drogheda, Co. 
Louth) manufacture the only glandless 
circulating pump in the world made 
from plastic materials which have 
been specially developed by Messrs. 
I .C.C. and tested over long term periods. 
The design also incorporates the 
spectacular reverse thrust principle 
which utilizes the developed working 
forces. The Reverse Thrust enables 
the usage of a single thrust bearing-
easily replaced in the event of wear. 
If also enables variations of output 
to be achieved. The manufacturers 
emphasise that this is the only con-
struction which allows this feature 
without creating turbulence either in 
the inlet or outlet flow of the unit. 
* * * 
VIKING general purpose rotary 
pumps are suitable for pumping thin 
or thick liquids in a wide range of 
applications. Constructed in standard 
fitted, bronze fitted, steel fitted, or all 
bronze types, they are adaptable for 
suction lifts u.p to 25 feet (depending 
on breaking point of volatile liquid), 
Continued overleaf 
Fifteen 
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SPECIAL REVIEW 
from previous page 
and for heads of 115 feet or 50 lbs. 
pressure on non-lubricating liquids, 
and up to 230 foot heads or 100 lbs. 
pressure on lubricating liquids. 
On viscous liquids, reduced pump 
speeds and extra operating clearances 
are required. The exclusive licensee-
distributor for the Viking Pump Com-
pany, Cedar Falls, Iowa, U.S.A., is 
Zwicky Ltd. (Slou1gh, Bucks.), who are 
represented in the Republic by the 
Heatovent Supply Co. Other Zwicky 
products include a comprehensive 
range of hand pumps, Uniplex and 
Biplex filters, floating suction units, 
presssure control valves, and the 'V' slot 
metering values which accurately con-
trol the quantity of fuel oil or other 
liquid which is discharged by it into a 
system. 
* * * J.L.C. Pumps and Engineering Co. 
Ltd. (Oxgate Farm Works, Coles 
Green Road, London) manufacture 
direct drive accelerators, and belt 
driven accelerators. The direct drive 
ulnits are specifically arranged to com-
bilne compactness with mm1mum 
noise and complete reliability. Mount-
ed in a pipe line, these units require 
no special foundation or support. 
* * * 
NU-WAY Heating Plant Ltd., in 
order to satisfy the needs of commer-
cial and industrial oil firing systems, 
offer a comprehensive range of an-
cillary equipment including "Rotavac" 
packaged oil pumping and heating 
units. These pumping and heating 
units are not built to any set speci-
fication as they are tailor made and 
may be equipped with any desired 
combination of comoonents to meet 
the specific requirem~nts of the par-
ticular fumace or boiler olant. 
These components in;lude pump 
sets (single or double), Duplex or self 
clean filters, electric, steam or hot 
water oil heaters. All components 
are of high quality and proven relia-
bility under the stresses of industrial 
operating conditions. 
* * * ROTHERHAMS Ltd., precision en-
gineers, of Coventry, have designed 
and developed the Spey circulating 
~ SPECIAL REVIEW 
, Continued page twenty ,-seven. 
Sixteen 
I 
1
' We s~:~ll r.eed pwW1ps 
l1ere, here 
lA , a.tDI ,.,ere ... 
iheysaid 
~ 
l.. J c 
"We W3Mt 
Worthingtott-SirMpStM's" 
#ley said 
We offer a comprehensive range of pumps, 
compressors and heat exchange equipment 
for heating, ventilating and air-conditioning 
systems. More than that, we provide service-
from plans to commissioning-and mainten-
ance facilities. 
What more could you ask tor-except Bulletins 
5179 and 5184 which give details? 
WorthinS~~~!a;R~tWPo~~Jl Ltd 
Pumps • Compressors • Heat Exchange Equipment 
POHS 
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April, 1965. 
--------------- ----------------
FULLY GUARANTEED 
AND COMPLETE AFTER 
SALES SERVICE AVAIL-
ABLE. 
WHEN 
YOU 
LOOK 
INTO 
IT-
... for CENTRAL HEATING 
he cannot buy better 
than the 
SIGMUND THERMOPAK or 
SILENTFLO 
and the prices are very competitive. Why not buy the best at practically 
no extra cost ? 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
e Super Silent and self-lubricating. e Being glandless, is free from 
leaks and needs absolutely no attention whilst operating. e Special 
silicon-impregnated winding- no starter protection needed. e Precision-
greund-sleeve bearings-for long life. 
PRICES AND ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE SENT ON APPLICATION. 
O~'L Y AVAILABLE FROM THE SOLE AGENTS FOR REPUBLIC 
OF IRELAND: 
MONSELL, MITCHELL & CO. LTD. 
67-73 TOWNSEND STREET, DUBLIN 2. Phone 76282 
PUMP KNOW· HOW COUNTS 
We have the know-how - the product of 
wide experience ranging through Industry, 
Mines and Waterworks to large Group 
Schemes and Small Domestic Water 
Supplies. Our experience is at your ser-
vice - it can save you time and money. 
For expert advice on pumps consult: H.R.HOLFELD LTD. Still organ DUBL 
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* The June 1965 Register of 
Manufacturers, Agents, Represen-
tatives and Distributors of 
Domestic and Industrial Plumbing, 
Heating, Air Conditioning, Ven-
tilation and Insulation equipment 
...and materials available in the 
Republic of Ireland and Northern 
Ireland is now being prepared. 
The Directory this year will again 
be enlarged to accommodater the 
many additional entries under the 
various headings. 
If you come under the heading 
of any of the categories listed 
here and have not supplied infor-
mation already, or wish to make 
amendments or alterations to last 
year's entries, we woudd ask you 
to do so without delay. Changes 
of address should also be advised. 
Names and addresses of Irish 
Agents and/or Representatives 
should be included with all entries. 
Specimen copies of the 1964 
edition are available for checking 
Please Note ! 
CLOSINCi DATE 
Saturday, 
1st May, 1965 
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Please Check 
This List 
Of Categories 
-LIST N0.3-
e Incinerators 
.;:: 
e Indicators, Smoke Density 
e Injectors, Nozzles, etc. 
e Instruments, Meters, Indica-
tors, Gauges, etc. 
e Insulation 
e Insurance 
e Jointing Compounds 
e Kitchen Units 
e Laboratory Fans and Plant 
e Liquid Chilling Plants 
e Liquid Handling Equipment 
e Liquid Level Switches 
e Lubricators 
e Manometers 
e Mechanical Draught Systems 
e Pipe Bending and Threading 
Equipment . 
e Pipes, Tubes and Pipe Fittings 
e Pipes and Tubes, Plastic 
e Pipes and Tubes, Soil and 
Drain 
e Precipitators, Electrostatic 
e Pressure Booster Sets 
e Pressure Controllers 
e Pressurising Equipment 
e Pressure Switches 
e Pressure Vessels 
e Pumps and Circulators 
e Pyrometers 
e Radiators and Radiant Panels 
e Recording Equipment and 
Recorders 
e Refractories 
e Refractory Linings 
e Refrigeration Plant 
e Regulators 
e Rooffing Copper and Materials 
e Roof Drains, Waterheads, 
Gutters and Outlets 
:e Roof Units (Ventilation.) 
e Rust Preventive and Solvents 
e Rustproofing 
e Scale Remover 
e Sealing Compounds 
e Separators, Compressed Air, 
Steam, etc. 
e Servomotors, Pneumatic 
e Sewage Disposal 
e Sight Glasses 
e Silencers 
e Skirting Board Heating 
e Soot Blowers 
e Steam Traps 
e Stokers 
e Strainers 
e Tanks and Cylinders 
• Taps, Mixers and Shower Units 
• Telemetering 
• Thermometers, Temperature Indicators, etc. 
• Thermostatic Controls 
• -Time Switches 
• Toilet Seats 
• Tools 
• Traps, Radiator 
• Traps, Steam 
• Turbines, Steam 
• Unions 
• Unit Heaters 
• Valves 
• Valves, Reducing 
• Ventilators 
• Warmair Curtains 
• Waste Disposal Units 
• Water Treatment Equipment and Processes 
• W.C.s and Urinals 
• Welding Plant and Equipment 
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PERKINS 
1988 80/LE ,R 
MODELS IN 1965 
PC SERIES-60,000 to 1,000,000 BTU's/hr. 
The construction of all Perkins oil fired boilers 
is from high quality steel and designed ex-
clusively for oil firing. The design incorporates 
multi-horizontal water tubes arranged spirally, 
in order to ensure that no combustion heat passes 
into the flue without having first come into con-
tact with water-wetted, heat transfer surfaces. 
The boiler is adequately insulated to reduce heat 
loss to a minimum. 
* 
* 
* 
Perkins 'Flue-less' Wall-mounted Pressure-Jet' Mini' Boilers 
* Shell Domestic Fuel Oil and BP 
Domesticol are recommended fuels. 
have outputs of 50/60/80/100 and 150,000 BTU's per hour, 
and are the most highly efficient, fully automatic boilers avail-
able at any price. 
Sole N.I. PERKINS Distributors: 
ULSTER HEATING CENTRE 
90 Cromac Street, Belfast, 7. Telephone: 21449. 
Sole Concessionaires for Republic of Ireland: 
OIL FIRED HOMES (Ireland) LTD. 
6. Harcourt Road, Dublin. Telephone: 54736. 
Nineteen 
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* The June 1965 Register of 
Manufacturers, Agents, Represen-
tatives and Distributors of 
Domestic and Industrial Plumbing, 
Heating, Air Conditioning, Ven-
tilation and Insulation equipment 
_and materials available in the 
Republic of Ireland and Northern 
Ireland is now being prepared. 
The Directory this year will again 
be enlarged to accommodate the 
many additional entries under the 
various headings. 
If you come under the heading 
of any of the categories listed 
here and have not supplied infor-
mation already, or wish to make 
amendments or alterations to last 
year's entries, we would ask you 
to do so without delay. Changes 
of address should also be advised. 
Names and addresses of Irish 
Agents and/or Representatives 
should be included with all entries. 
Specimen copies of the 1964 
edition are available for checking 
Please Note ! 
CLOSINCi DATE 
Saturday, 
1st May, 1965 
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Please Check 
This List 
Of Categories 
-LIST N0.3-
e Incinerators 
e Indicators, Smoke Density 
e Injectors, Nozzles, etc. 
e Instruments, Meters, Indica-
tors, Gauges, etc. 
e Insulation 
e Insurance 
e Jointing Compounds 
e Kitchen Units 
e Laboratory Fans and Plant 
e Liquid Chilling Plants 
e Liquid Handling Equipment 
e Liquid Level Switches 
e Lubricators 
e Manometers 
e Mechanical Draught Systems 
e Pipe Bending and Threading 
Equipment 
e Pipes, Tubes and Pipe Fittings 
e Pipes and Tubes, Plastic 
e Pipes and Tubes, Soil and 
Drain 
e Precipitators, Electrostatic 
e Pressure Booster Sets 
e Pressure Controllers 
e Pressurising Equipment 
e Pressure Switches 
e Pressure Vessels 
e Pumps and Circulators 
e Pyrometers 
e Radiators and Radiant Panels 
e Recording Equipment and 
Recorders 
e Refractories 
e Refractory Linings 
e Refrigeration Plant 
e Regulators 
e Rooffing Copper and Materials 
e Roof Drains, Waterheads, 
Gutters and Outlets 
e Roof Units (VentilationJ 
e Rust Preventive and Solvents 
e Rustproofing 
e Scale Remover 
e Sealing Compounds 
e Separators, Compressed Air, 
Steam, etc. 
e Servomotors, Pneumatic 
e Sewage Disposal 
e Sight Glasses 
e Silencers 
e Skirting Board Heating 
e Soot Blowers 
e Steam Traps 
e Stokers 
e Strainers 
e Tanks and Cylinders 
e Taps, Mixers and Shower 
Units 
e Telemetering 
e Thermometers, Temperature 
Indicators, etc. 
e Thermostatic Controls 
e Time Switches 
e Toilet Seats 
e Tools 
e Traps, Radiator 
e Traps, Steam 
e Turbines, Steam 
e Unions 
e Unit Heaters 
e Valves 
e Valves, Reducing 
e Ventilators 
e Warmair Curtains 
• Waste Disposal Units 
e Water Treatment Equipment 
and Processes 
e W .C.s and Urinals 
e Welding Plant and Equipment 
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PERKINS 
1988 BOILER 
MODELS IN 1965 
PC SERIES--60,000 to 1,000,000 BlU's,'hr. 
The construction of all Perkins oil fired boilers 
is from high quality steel and designed ex-
clusively for oil firing. The design incorporates 
multi-horizontal water tubes arranged spirally, 
in order to ensure that no combustion heat passes 
into the ftue without having first come into con-
tact with water-wetted, heat transfer surfaces. 
The boiler is adequately insulated to reduce heat 
loss to a minimum. 
Perkins 'Flue-less' Wall-mounted Pressure-Jet '::\lini' Boilers 
* Shell Domestic Fuel Oil and BP 
Domesticol are recommended fuels. 
have outputs of 50/60/80/100 and 150,000 BTU's per hour, 
and are the most highly efficient, fully automatic boilers avail-
able at any price. 
Sole N.I. PERKINS Distributors: 
ULSTER HEATING CENTRE 
90 Cromac Street, Belfast, 7. Telephone: 21449. 
Sole Concessionaires for Republic of Ireland: 
OIL FIRED HOMES (Ireland) L TO. · 
6. Harcourt Road, Dublin. Telephone: 54736. 
Nineteen 
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osangas 
serves all industries with best 
quality lowest priced bottled gas 
• Kosangas service aids productivity and effects economy not only in 
plumbing and heating, but in numerous other industrial and domestic 
applications. 
• Kosangas is widely known as Ireland's most versatile industrial fuel: 
a modern, clean-burning, fumeless gas of high calorific value, leaving 
no deposits. 
• Kosangas service has earned a high reputation for promptness and 
efficiency. Skilled technicians and fitters are available. 
• Kosangas Propane is suppliej in 73 lb., 24 lb., and 11 lb. cylinders. 
Kosangas can also be delivered in bulk into customer's own storage. 
• Kosangas technicians can provide guidance on any industrial fuel 
problem without obligation. 
• Kosangas offer a HIRE SERVICE for certain equipment. 
If you would li.(~ a copy of our new Leaflet of Kosangas Industrial Applications please telephone our Technical Department: 
,. Belfast 33221 or Dublin 40761 /4. 
McMULLANS KOSANGAS (N.I) LIMITED, 7 FOUNTAIN STREET. BELFAST 1. TELEPHONE: BELFAST 33221 
McMULLANS KOSANGAS LIMITED, 1 UPPER O'CONNELL STREET, DUBLIN 1. TELEPHONE: DUBLIN 40761/4 
Twenty 
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OSMA Plastics Limited have an-
nounced the addition to their building 
ANOTHER 
NEW OSMA 
FITTINC 
products (Soil and 
Ventilation Goods) 
range of the Osma 
Access Saddle. In-
jection moulded as 
a two-piece fitting in P.V.C., access 
saddle is the only fitting of its kind 
available anywhere in the world, say 
the manufacturers. 
Designed as a dry-joint "patch-
access " fitting for use with straight 
lengths of Osma 4" diameter P.V.C. 
pipework, its purpose is to enable 
plumbers and maintenance engineers 
to fit an access at any point on an in-
stallation either before, during or after 
the erection of the soil or internal 
rainwater stack. 
Osma have also introduced to their 
building products (rainwater and in-
dustrial pipework) range the Osma 
PVC roof outlet with domed grating. 
The fitting is designed specifically to 
cater for every type of roofing mater-
ial (no special flashing required) and 
at the same time the same fitting can 
be used for both vertical and horizon-
tal applications. 
* * * THE smooth, hard finish and absence 
of any awkward corners or dirt-
collecting cavities 
NEW PLASTIC are features of the 
LOW LEVEL 11ew Valkyrie low-
CISTERN le'kl flushing cist-
ern. Its unobtrus-
ive lines are designed to give a short 
projection and to blend with bath-
room furniture at present on the 
market. The extra thick case mould-
ing gives a strength and rigidity 
hitherto unknown in a thermoplastic 
cistern. 
Moulded from Styron toughened 
polystyrene by Rolinx Ltd. for Hawk 
Cisterns Ltd. of Halifax, the Valkyrie 
needs no external supports; it is simply 
screwed direct to a wall with the fixing 
screws, polyethylene washers and 
Rawlplugs supplied with the cistern. 
* * * FULBORA Limited have now com-
pleted the first stage of the new mar-
FULBORA 
APPOINT N.l. 
STOCKISTS 
keting programme 
for the sale of Ful-
bora rainwater out-
lets in the U.K. 
This means they 
now have stockists covering the whole 
of the U.K. and Northern Ireland. 
In addition regional representatives 
have been appointed to deal with the 
increasing number of enquiries from 
architects, surveyors and contractors. 
Plans are near completion for the 
second stage, which will mean a series 
of regional exhibitions and promo-
tions. 
Each stockist carries the whole 
range of Fulbora outlets and is able 
to meet most requirements immed-
iately ex-stock. To back up the 
stockist weekly deliveries are made 
from the foundry. 
For a complete list of stockists and 
a copy of the new Fulbora catalogue 
and price list write to: Fulbora Ltd., 
9A, Central Parade, Hatfield, Herts. 
(Telephone: Hatfield 5521). 
Leonard valves showing 
LEONARD=~ 
e Pictured at the film show and lecture to architects and heatin~ eu.cineers 
on iLeonard Thermostatic Mixing Valves at the Midland Hotel (IPHE, 
March), were (from left): Mr. J. Thornton, Special Projects Manager, Walker 
Crosweller Ltd; Mr. IW. McCutcheon, Joint Managing l>lrector, Stevenson t& 
Turner Ltd.; Mr. H. Leonard, Showroom Manager, Stevenson & Turner Ltd.; 
Mr. w. /B. Jefferson, President, Heating & Plumbing ;Employers' Association; 
Mr. A. J. Vaughan, Managing Director, Vaughan •Heating & Co. Ltd.; Mr. W. 
Williamson, Associate, McCandless & Barton, Consulting Engineers; Mr. ;M. 
H. Joyce, President, Heating Employers' Association; and Mr. A. S. R. Leech, 
Wm. H. Leech & Son, Technical Agents, Walker Crosw~ller & Co. litd. 
April, 1965. 
75th anniversary 
year for 
merchant firm 
STEVENSON and Turner Lim-
ited, lthe leadini Northern 
Ireland merchant firm, is cele-
brating its 75th year of trading. 
Its first business was exclusively 
the manufacture of lead pipe for 
water, gas and waste services. At 
the time of the firm's foundation 
in 1890 principal trading was 
done with the sbipbuildin& in-
dustry, with a later entry into the 
field of sanitary fixtures and plumb-
in& requirements. 
Now this leading merchant firm 
is supplying contracts for the 
building and plumbing industry, 
housing schemes, multi-storey ftats, 
hospitals, schools and factories. 
The company's extensive show-
rooms display all modern equip-
ment and are well known for their 
useful service to the industry. 
e THE whole range of Aspect 
plastics cisterns is to be marketed by 
the Universal Asbestos Manufacturing 
Co. Ltd. (Watford, Hertfordshire). 
These domestic cisterns had been 
marketed by the manufacturers, 
Allied Structural Plastics Ltd., an 
associate company <Yf U.A.M. 
* * * e ANGLO-NORDIC Burner Pro-
ducts Limited have released a colour 
movie film showin.2 where and how 
Wicu pre-insulated copper tube is 
used both industrially and domestic-
ally. The film runs for 14 minutes 
and Anglo-Nordic will be pleased to 
arrange for its showing at plumbing 
and heating engineers' association 
meetings, etc., through Northern Ire-
land. 
e ESTA Hardware Ltd. (Green 
Lane, Walsall, Staffs.) have recently 
published a new leaflet describing and 
giving prices of their radiator shelves 
and towel rails. By opening a new 
Walsall factory Esta have trebled their 
rad shelf production capacity. 
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B~ }taCJmni~ 
:JafkinC) ... 
DURING the past month Flexaire 
Ltd. held a trade exhibition in 
the Midland Hotel, Belfast, when a 
large gathering attended both evenings 
to see a comprehensive range of new 
equipment. From comments I have 
heard on my rounds everyone was well 
pleased with what they saw. In pass-
ing I would like to say how well 
everything was so thoroughly organ-
ised and in this respect I must con-
gratulate Mr. Allan Leech, partner in 
the firm of W. H. Leech & Son, 
Ravenhill Road, Belfast, who are the 
all-Ireland agents for Flexaire equip-
ment. 
It is now my turn to congratulate 
Mr. Jim Brennan, of W. H. Brennan 
& Sons, on being elected President 
of the Northern Ireland Master 
Plumbers' Association. I am looking 
forward to meeting quite a few of you 
at the Royal Ulster Agricultural Show 
at Balmoral Show Grounds next 
month. I believe all the major oil 
companies have taken stands this year. 
There will, therefore, be quite a bit 
of heating equipment on view, so we 
will have to bring our camera along. 
Twenty-two_ 
While on the subject of oil companies, 
I see the Lobitos boys have moved in 
on the site development stuff and I 
am sure Philip Johnson is delighted, 
after trying so long without reward. 
And now a little tip, boys. I believe 
a well-known figure in the trade until 
recently is seriously considering re-
turning to the fold again. At least 
this was my impression when I spoke 
to him a few days ago in Newcastle. 
So, put on your thinking caps! 
During the past few months, on. my 
rounds both in the North and South 
of Ireland, I have been invariably 
asked what the terms calorific value 
and thermocoLLple really mean. So, 
I thought I should try, as practically 
as possible, to explain them. 
I shall start with the term calorific 
value and may I say at the outset that 
the present day popularity of the word 
is good news for .the gas companies, 
as it is with gas that it is generally 
associated. 
Calorific Value.-This is the amount 
of heat set free when a givetl' quantity 
of a fuel is burned completely. In 
British units the calorific values of 
gaseous fuels are measured in British 
thermal units (B.t.u.) per cubic foot. 
The amount of heat released by burn-
ing one cubic foot of gas is quite 
small so that a larger heat unit called 
the therm has been defined. A therm 
is 100,000 B.t.u. Thus one therm of 
heat is supplied by burning 200 cu. 
e Another group at 
the Flexaire Show 
were (from left) : 
Messrs R. C o 11 u m, 
British Steam Special-
ties Ltd., Belfast; M. 
Horgan and W. Boycl, 
Murland and Part-
ners; T. Magowan, 
Varming & Mulcahy. 
e At Flexaire Trade Show were (from 
left) StandinK: A. J. VauKhan Mana-
ging Director, VauKhan Heatin~ Co., 
Ltd., Belfast; B. P. Williams, Partner, 
McCandless & Barton, Consulting 
Engineers, Belfast; W. Bovd, J. R. W. 
Murland & Partners, Consulting 
Engineers, Belfast; E. Clarke, Ministry 
of ·Finance, Northern Ireland; J. A. 
Anderson, Varming & Mulcahv, Con-
sulting EnKineers, Belfast; and F. R. 
McBride, John Kelly Ltd., Belfast. , 
Seated: A. S. R. Leech, William 
H. Leech & Son, Irish Agents for 
Flexaire Limited; R. H. Rex, Sales 
Manager, Flexaire Limited; L. E. 
Josling, Mana~ing Director, Flexaire 
Limited; and H. D. Barrett, Barrett & 
Agnew, Consulting Endneers, Belfast. 
ft. of gas of calorific value 500 
B.t.u.fc. ft. The calorific value of a 
fuel depends upon its chemial com-
position. The vatu.es of this factor 
for the principal constituents of town 
gas and also of the fuel gases ob-
tained from various processes are 
shown below. 
B.t.u.jcu. ft. 
Carbon monoxide CO 318 
Hydrogen, H 2 320 
Methane, CH.1 1,000 
Ethylene, c2 HI I ,571 
Benzene, C6 H 6 3,635 
Blue water gas 320 
Coal gas 550 
Natural gas 1,000 
Light petroleum gas. . 900-3,400 
I should point out that although the 
majority of appliances running on 
gas are quite flexible in use, only 
slight variations in calorific value can 
be tolerated by the burners. Gases 
of higher calorific value req'U.ire, in 
general, a larger amount of air for 
complete combustion. 
Thus any alteration in the declared 
value of the supply necessitates modi-
fications to all the burners. For in-
stance, burners designed to use town 
gas (calorific value 500 B.t.u./cu. ft.) 
and those intended for burning 
propane/butane mixture which are 
sold under proprietary names, cannot 
be interchanged. I do trust that this 
information will be helpful. (As I 
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am only a boiler manufacturer's re-
presentative and not a gas engineer, 
please don't be too hard on me!). 
Thermocouple.-In fact the correct 
name for this is Thermo Electricity. 
Heat and electricity are both forms 
of energy and are often intercon-
nected. When an electric current 
New dryer 
HULL Steel Radiators Ltd. an-
nounce the introduction of an 
outstandin~: new dryer which will 
shortly be available ex stock. 
This latest addition to the Hull Rad 
range represents a significant ad-
vance in the provision of drying 
facilities. The unique (fully pro-
tected) design combines room heat-
ing from an adequately sized rad-
iator with generous heated rails for 
drying. Unlike existing radiator 
towel rail units, heat transmission 
from the radiator is not lost when 
towels or clothing occupy the rails, 
the heat transmission continuing by 
convection between the radiator and 
the articles being dried. 
The unit consists of a single panel 
pressed steel radiator, 29in. high, 
manufactured to BSS 3528, finished 
in white stove enamel, with ~in. 
fully chromed heated drying rails. 
It is wall mounted on exclusive Hull 
Rad concealed brackets, is easy to 
jnstaii, and requires no unsightly 
floor supports or connections. 
The dryer, for use on closed circuit 
hot water installations, is available 
in two sizes, with heating surfaces 
of 15.72 and 18.98 sq. ft. 
flows through an electrical resistance, 
part of its energy is converted into 
heat energy. This is, of course, the 
basis of most kinds of electrical heat-
ing and lighting. There are more 
suotle ways of getting heat (or cold) 
from electricity. Electricity can be 
used to carry heat from one place to 
another. 1 take heat away from a 
cold part, making it colder, and trans-
fer the heat to a hot part, making it 
hotter. The devices which do this are 
called thermocouples. 
A thermocouple is a pair of junc-
tions, where two different conducting 
materials are joined together. The 
junctions may simply be two joins in 
pieces of wire. One piece of wire of 
one metal, joined at both ends to both 
ends of a piece of wire of a different 
metal, boring a thermocouple. 
Its behaviour depends on the two 
different kinds of metal used. If 
copper and nickel are joined together 
and one junction is pu.t in ice, while 
the other is put in boiling water, an 
electric current flows through the wire. 
The difference in temperature between 
hot and cold junction produces an 
electric current. This kind of ther-
mocouple is often used to measure 
temperatures, since, if certain metals 
April, 1965. 
are used, the current depends on the 
difference in temperature between hot 
and cold junctions. 
An ammeter can be connected into 
the circuit. Instead of reading the 
current in amps, the ammeter scale 
can be calibrated to read the tempera-
ture in degrees. Thermocouples are 
used to measure high temperatures, 
like, for example, the temperature in-
side a furnace. The current is called 
a thermoelectric current. The effect 
which causes it, discovered in 1821, is 
called the Seebeck effect after its dis-
coverer. In 1834, the French physic-
ist, Jean Peltier, noticed an effect 
which was exactly the converse. In 
the Seebeck effect, a difference in tem-
perature causes an electric current. In 
the Peltier effect, an electric current 
causes a difference in temperature. 
Heat is effectively transferred from 
one junction to the other. 
I could go on in more detail here 
on the various other applications for 
thermocouples, such as thermoelectric 
refrigerators and the use of the ther-
mocouple device to automatically 
start gas fired boilers, etc., but I have 
no doubt this is enough for the pre-
sent and we shall continue in a later 
issue. 
can supply 
from BELFAST, a wide range of Oil Burner Servicing 
Equipment, including: Nozzles, Oil Burner Motors and 
Spares, Ignition Transformers, Fuel Pumps, Portable Com-
bustion Testing Equipment, Thermometers, Refractories, 
Draught Stabilizers. 
Send now for the O.B.C. catalogue 
Ireland's LARGEST STOCKISTS 
and Distributors of 
CENTRAL HEATING EQUIPMENT 
Contact O.B.C. LIMITED 
Manager: Mrs. A. Burnisan 
23/27 CUPAR STREET, BELFAST 13 
Tel.: BELFAST 31576/7/8 
/lead Office: VINES LANE, DROITWICH, WORCS. 
Telephone: Droitwich 2551. 
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From your local stockist or from 
LE BAS TUBE COMPANY LIMITED 
24, Donegan Square Mews, Belfast. 
Telephone: Belfast 22129. 
Twenty-four 
Use GF malleable iron tube 
fittings always with complete 
confidence. Perfect threads, 
true malleability and great 
strength mean time saved in 
installation and long, reliable 
life. 
GF fittings are good for your 
goodwill; better to begin with; 
best in the long run. 
There are over 1,000 patterns and sizes 
from~~~ to 6", black or galvanised, and every 
fitting is individually tested to 360 lb. p.s.i. 
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Taking a 
look at 
radiant heating 
'RADIANT heating solves many of 
the problems encountered in heat-
ing workshops and factories. As floor 
and ceiling panels, it does not en-
croach on valuable floor space or pro-
vide obstructions along walls. Again, 
in dusty locations, in woodworking 
shops, in foundries, etc., the dust prob-
lem is not aggravated by convection 
currents such as occur with convective 
heaters. Conversely, processes requir-
ing a high degree of freedom from 
dust, e.g., the printing industry, tend 
to favour radiant heating. 
In buildings with high roofs a very 
even temperature can be achieved. 
Many workshops and factories have 
large doors which are frequently left 
open and the resuJting draughts and 
high air changes make convection 
heating unpredictable and uneven. 
Radiant heating, since it heats the sur-
faces of the room but not the air, is 
unaffected by these factors. 
This feature of radiant heating fre-
quently leads to considerable fuel 
economy. A lower air temperature is 
acceptable for comfort conditions with 
FIG. 1. 
this form of heat since heat loss from 
the body by radiation to surrounding 
objects is affectively reduced. Also 
where a small area within a large 
workshop is to be heated, radiant 
heating affords the most effective and 
economical solution. 
Architecturally, radiant panels have 
many advantages. Floor panels are 
completely concealed and cause no 
cleaning problems. Ceiling panels are 
frequently incorporated into the archi-
tectu.ral ceiling and a number of manu-
facturers offer a complete heated ceil-
ing requiring no further finishing. 
Continuous radiant strip can be used 
to good effect in many locations. 
Apart from physiological consid-
FIG. 2-A recently 
introduced system 
which makes it 
possible to position 
both radiant beating 
and lighting in one 
assembly. 
April, 1965. 
erations there are several well de-
fined advantages associated with rad-
iant heating applied to industrial or 
semi-industrial occupation. In build-
ings with a high air change brought 
about either by desi.~:n or from the 
necessity to open doors frequently, it 
is possible to maintain comfort with 
lower fuel consumption. As the heat 
exchange is primarily by direct radia-
tion, a steeper temperature gradient is 
obtained from floor to roof, and the 
heat loss by conduction through the 
roof is thereby minimised. 
Radiant heating is often chosen for 
processes where re-circulation of air 
by forced convection is undesirable. 
An example of this would be a clean 
process such as food manufacture, or 
precision engineering requiring dust-
free conditions. Forced convection 
may also interfere with the efficient 
working of dust extract systems, and 
radiant heating over the actual pro-
cess plant may be chosen for this 
reason. 
The modern radiant strip installa-
tion is specially adapted to present-
day factory conditions, reducing the 
amount of pipe work and valves to a 
minimum, and without moving parts 
requiring maintenance. It is light-
weight and capable of spanning up to 
20' 0" unsupported, providing for con-
siderable adaptability in width and 
length to provide for varying require-
ments of heat emission (see Fig. 1 
below). 
IN the installation shown here 
Frengerstrip (by Prenger Ceilings 
Ltd.), the radiant surface panels are 
formed from precoated aluminium 
(Duralcote by James Booth Alumin-
ium). This provides a permanent 
finish, free from the need for main-
tenance. The standard colour of or-
Continued overleaf 
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from previous page 
ange conforms to the specification for 
emissivity but may be repainted in an 
alternative colour on site if required. 
A further development, incorporat-
ing an ind'UtStrial type troffer lighting 
unit set flush in the strip, has recently 
been introduced. This makes it pos-
sible to position both radiant heating 
and lighting in one assembly over the 
occupant (see Fig. 2: Frenger-Litstrip). 
J HERE is at present no universally 
accepted method of calculating there-
quirements of a structure to be heated 
with radiant strip. It is generally 
agreed that heat losses computed as 
for a convection system will oversize 
the heating surface (a) because of the 
higher " equivalent temperature" pro-
vided by a radiant system; (b) because 
of the reduction, with a well-designed 
system, of vertical temperature grad-
ients. The variO'UtS methods in use 
attempt to assess the effects of these 
for a given building, and to apply 
reduction factors to a part, or the 
whole of the convection-system heat 
loss. 
Whatever method is adopted, it is 
fundamental that the correct design 
outdoor temperature should be 
adopted; this will be referred to in the 
re-printed I.H.V.E. Guide to Current 
Practice, 1965, to be issued later in 
the year. The designer might also re-
fer to a specialist contractor for sup-
plying and fixing radiant strip heating. 
which 
came 
first? 
Twenty-six 
STICK 
WITH 
'' 
This is the most reliable medium for keeping joints tight when 
dealing with Oil, Petrol, Benzine, Acids, etc. Stag Brand remains 
plastic in the joint, is non-poisonous, insulating and anti-corrosive. 
Two grades available for good and rough surfaces. 
Smail, Sons & Co. Ltd. 
21 BRIDGEND, BELFAST 
Telephone No.: BELFAST 51255. 
DISTRIBUTOR IN EIRE: 
James J. Doherty Ltd. 
36 LOWER GARDINER STREET, 
Dublin, 1 
Telephone No.: DUBLIN 47927. 
WHO KNOWS? We don't, and franklr 
we haven't much time to think about 
it. Here at Davidson's we:re much 
more concerned with other problems 
- moving air and other gases, for 
example. For over 80 years we have 
been thinking about the problems In-
volved and solving them by designing 
and making fans and ancillary equip-
ment exactly fitted to requirements. 
Whether It's heating and ventilating, 
air conditioning, fume or vapour re-
moval, dust collection, air preheating 
or the pneumatic conveying of bulk 
material, Davidson's have the right 
equipment for the job. You'll find 
our products In thousands of British 
factories, In many British coal mines. 
In most British power stations, and 
In Industrial establishments through-
out the world. Our extensive range of 
technical literature Is freely available 
on request . 
.. ~~ . , I  DAI!IDSONACO.IITD . 
Sirocco Engineering Works, 
Belfa.st, Northern Ireland 
(Telephone Belfa.st 57251) 
LONDON BRANCH: Morris House, 
Jermyn Street, London, S.W.1 
(Telephone Whitehall 3541) 
ALSO AT MANCHESTER - GLASGOW 
BIRMINGHAM - NEWCASTLE-ON-
TYNE - LEEDS - CARDIFF 30
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SPECIAL REVIEW 
from page sixteen. 
pump, compact yet powerful, which 
provides an efficient controlled output, 
that can be easily adjusted to the re-
quirements of individual systems from 
the smallest up to full central heating 
for the average home, e.g., 70,000 
B.t.u. boiler rating. 
An output control setting lever is 
situated on both sides of the Spey, 
thus eliminating fitting restrictions. It 
can be fitted anywhere and can be 
installed upright, horizontally or at an 
angle without affecting efficiency. 
The Spey measures 5f' high x 4f' 
wide (5t'' over couplings), and it 
Weighs only just over 6lbs., giving 
maximum output for its weight and 
size. 
The marketing presentation of the 
Spey was planned and introduced by 
a series of regional meetings, when 
executives from Rotherhams presented 
t~ product to Builders' Merchants, 
etc., within each region. This tour is 
continuing and visits to Ireland will be 
taking place towards the end of this 
month, or the beginning of May, and 
will precede deliveries of the pro-
duct. 
:{< * ):~ 
A WIDE range of centrifugal pumps 
are manufactured by Girdlestone 
Pumps Ltd. (of Woodbridge, Suffolk) 
in sizes from t" to 5", and outputs 
up to 1,200 g.p.m. They are de-
signed primarily for industrial appli-
cations and are manufactured in cast-
iron, bronze and stainless steel. Special 
pumps are available with low nett 
positive suction head characteristics 
for Marine water distillation plant, 
and hot condensate. Such pumps are 
'also extensively used for extraction 
Pllirposes in industry and in distilleries. 
In the plumbing, heating and air 
conditioning industry pumps are 
Continued overleaf 
e The Lowe Silenta-U variable 
head accelerator. 
·selfette 
Circulator 
April, 1965. 
This well known range of circulators which was specifi-
cally designed for the smaller low and medium pressure 
heating systems and hot water service, has now had the 
maximum working pressures and temperatures increased 
to 100 psi and 212 F respectively. The set is super silent 
and maintenance is simplicity itself. The Selfette is noted 
for its ease of installation and the small space occupied 
and the fact that it needs no support other than its own 
pipe line. 
OBTAINABLE EX-STOCK FROM : 
G. C. PILLINGER & CO. (IRELAND) L TO 
20 Sycamore Street Dublin 
43 Grand Parade Cork 
J. HIND & SONS L TO Castlereagh Belfast 
MANUFACTURED BY HOLDEN & BROOKE LTD 
Twenty-seven 
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PRODUCT REVIEW 
from previous page 
available for chilled water circulation, 
boosting water supplies, and of par-
ticular interest to steam users are their 
automatic Condense Return Units, 
made in a wide range of standard and 
special units designed for customer's 
requirements. Girdlestone Pumps are 
represented in Ireland by W. Finucane 
& Co. (5 Upper Pembroke St. , Dub-
lin 2). 
* * * THE STELERA TOR circulating 
pump for small bore heating systems 
is manufactured by Steel Radiators 
Ltd. (Stelrad Works, Bridge Road, 
Southall, Middlesex). The pump cas-
ing and impeller are so constructed 
that the pump operates independent 
of direction of rotation, thus no in-
spection window is required. 
Other interesting features include the 
patented stator windings which are 
insulated by a special enamel process 
which makes burn-out virtually im-
possible; a rotor which is permanently 
immersed in water and enclosed in a 
stainless steel sheath , havini a speed 
of 2,820 r.p.m. with an input of 20w. 
* * * H . R. HOLFELD Ltd. (Merville 
Road, Stillorgan, D u.blin) advise us of 
a number of their extremely interest-
ing products. The Loewe Silenta-V 
Variable Head Accelerator covers 
performance characteristics up to 22 
g.p.m. and 10.5 ft. The motor will 
not suffer damage even when locked 
and it does not therefore requ ire a 
protective switch. All models are 
suitable for water temperatures up to 
250 degrees F., system pressures up to 
85 p .s. i., and can be used on either 
single phase 220 V. or three phase 380 
V. 50 cycle AC supply. The low 
speed of 1,450 r.p .m . guarantees silent 
running and high starting torque. 
The Loewe Pomona 2, Pomona 3, 
and Pomona 4 self-priming, all pur-
pose centrifugal pumps have been de-
signed for a wide range of applications 
and are available with different prime 
movers. 
All Loewe Pomona pumps are 
automatic S:!lf-priming under all cir-
cumstances down to a depth of 26 ft., 
and once filled with liquid for initial 
starting u.p, they are always ready for 
operation. There are no priming or 
non-return valves in the pump which 
might stick or clog. A special field of 
application of the Pomona Pump is the 
pumping of diesel oil, light fuel oil 
or petrol up to l5 °E Viscosity. 
Twenty-eight 
SO MANY APPLICATIONS 
Distributors in Eire and Northern Ireland: 
British Steam Specialties Ltd. 
33 Leeson Park, DUBLIN, 6. Distillery Street, BELFAST, 12 
SAUNDERS VALVE COMPANY LIMITED 
Safran Pump Division 
DRAYTON STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON . Phone 255J 1 . 
Enjoy Luxury Warmth at Low Cost 
by installing the 
NEW " BELL " HIGH OUTPUT TYPE " D " BACKBOILER 
* Bright open fire in sitting 
room. 
* Radiators in hall and 
bedrooms. 
* Heated towel rail. 
* Cheapest heating cost. 
* Abundant hot water. 
* Easiest boiler to install. 
Boi:er output 20,000 BTU. 
Radiators up to 120 sq. ft. 
"BELL" TYPE "D" BACKBOILER 
shown here with the SUP AHEAT 
4D underdraught fire. 
BELL FIREPLACES (Dept. P.E.J 
Rere 136 BOTANIC RD., GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN, 9. Telephone: 373611/2. 
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MARSHALL AT 
SPRING SHOW 
M ARSHALL Sons and Company 
Limited (Gainsborough, Lanes.), 
who manufacture a standard range of 
automatic fire-tube boilers with rat-
ings from 520 to 24.150 lb. steam/hour 
and equ.ivalent B.t.u. outputs, will be 
showing a CB 50 rated at l ,725 lb. 
steam/hour at the R.D.S. Spring Show 
next month. 
Marshall CB boilers are four pass 
horizontal fire-tube units with a 
single furnace forming the first pass 
and the other three passes above and 
at the side of it. A reduction in the 
cross sectional area of each pass 
e Marshall 
boilers i,n 
action at 
the new 
Potez 
Aerospace 
factory. 
April, 1965. 
maintains a high tlue gas velocity 
which promotes optimum heat trans-
fer and minimises soot deposits. 
and air compressor operate from the 
same motor, cutting running and 
maintenance costs and ensuring a low 
noise level. The forced draught design which 
gives high combustion efficiency and 
quick response to load demands, 
eliminates the necessity for tall ex-
pensive chimneys. The caseless fan 
Dublin 
Front and rear doors are either 
hinged or davited to swing open ex-
posing tubes and fire-side surfaces. 
Continued page thirty-four. 
exhibition 
of Biddle equipment 
Q VER 120 guests, including Architects, C~ns'l.!.ltants 
and Heating Contractors, attended a pnvate ex-
hibition of heating equipment manufactured by F. H. 
Biddle, Ltd., at the Shelbourne Hotel last month. The 
exhibition was held in conjunction with Thetmal (Ireland) 
Ltd., Biddle Agents for the Republic of Ireland, and 
featured the " Warmline" (New type) and the new 
U.C. series "Forceflo" Convectors with particular 
reference to noise control. 
e Om· picture shows (from left) : Messrs B. Bracken, 
Thermal (1),-J,td.; F. J. Rolt, F.ll.iBiddle Ltd.; C. F. 
Thermal (Ireland) Ltd. are now carrying up to £6,000 
worth of "Biddle" equipment in Dublin stock, including 
" Uniflow" Unit Heaters and the new "U " series 
" Forceflo" convectors. Present at the function was 
Mr. B. Bracken, newly appointed Sales Representative 
for Thermal (I.) Ltd. 
Whelan, Thermal (I.), Ltd.; F. R. Mann, F. H. Biddle 
Ltd.; and J. L. Higginson, Thermal (1.), Ltd. 
Twenty-nine 
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JiarJler oil-fired boilers 
installed for lon I ife, rei iabi lity & efficiency 
A Harper Meehanite 300,000 Oil-fired boiler is now heating 
Ba/lygowran House, Maynooth, Co. Kildare. 
This installation is one more illustration 
of the growing popularity of Harper 
Meehanite Boilers with heating engineers 
all over Europe. 
To the many advantages of Harper 
Meehanite boilers the following are now 
added. 
1 
2 
3 
Every section is guaranteed 
for five years. 
A nationwide sales and advisory 
service is in operation. 
Boilers available for quick 
delivery. 
P. MacFarlane Belfast 32002 
W. Finucane Dublin 63634 
John .Harper & CO. LTD., ALBION WORKS, WILLENHALL, STAFFORDSHIRE WlllENHAll 66601. 
NEW ARIC TANK CON-
TENTS GAUGE WITH 
REMOTE READING UP 
TO 100 Fr. 
LTD 
* YOU HAVE INSTRUMENTATION 
PROBLEMS OR REQUIREMENTS? 
Our wide range of ARIC Instruments 
cover all types of measurement and 
control of pressure and temperature. 
*YOU HAVE INSTRUMENTS FOR 
REPAIR? 
Why not call in ARIC and make use of 
our wide repair facilities here in Dublin. 
* YOU HAVE INSTRUMENTS ON 
SITE IDAT REQUIRE MAIN-
TENANCE? 
Our highly skilled outside maintenance 
unit can repair on site. 
ARIC TRANSMITTING PRESSURE 
GAUGE WITH STAINLESS STEEL 
DETACHABLE DIAPHRAGM 
ARIC (IRELAND) LTD., 6 MONTAGUE STREET, DUBLIN 2. TEL.: 53821/55510 
Thirty 34
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Sole Agents for the Republic of Ireland 
MESSRS MONSELL, MITCHELL & CO. L TO. 
67/73 Townsend Street, Dublin 2. 
All retail prices are subject to 5% increase to cover carriage etc. 
April, 1965. 
Now an 
automated 
Capital Boiler 
that does 
everything 
but talk! 
Complete with 
programmer-
no increase in price! 
The International Capital range of small-bore 
units now has even more standard and optional 
control features. Yet our prices /your terms 
remain unchanged. 
0 New International PROGRAMMER 
This up-to-the-minute control programmes 
heating and hot water separately. For the user, 
wonderful economy and convenience. 
For you, a powerful selling story. 
And that's not all-check this list of 
standard equipment. 
0 Heatmiser, an automatic cut-out device 
for further economy when fitted with a cylinder 
thermostat and room thermostat. 
0 Honeywell controls; push-button ignition. 
0 Built-in provision for room thermostat. 
0 Pump designed by Sigmund Research Unit. 
In short, we now offer the most flexible 
time and temperature secondary 
controls of any boiler on the market. 
CAPITAL GAS-FIRED BOILERS 
35*, 50*, 70 and 100,000 Btu/h. 
Conventional or Balanced Flue Models 
all approved by the Gas Council. 
*Fully approved for Se-duct installations. 
Installer's Cash Rebate-the coupon 
will bring you all the details. 
BOILERS AND RADIATORS LTD 
Makers of all you need for Central Heating 
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Thirty-two 
FOR KING-SIZE STEAMPOWER 
IT MUST BE MULTIPAC 
(up to 40,000 lb/hr!) 
EDINBURGH BREWERY 
CHOOSES OIL 
30,000 lb /hr of steam from this oil-fired Multipac 
Package Boiler keeps the beer flowing fast and 
free for Scottish and Newcastle Breweries Ltd. 
Requiring only a few minutes attention each day, 
this compact and fully-automatic unit is capable 
of handling all your big steam-raising requirements 
up to 40,000 lb/hr. Already proven in refineries, 
chemical works, textile mills and car plants. An 
important plus- every Multipac is backed by the 
nation-wide Multipac Maintenance Service! 
DONBROS BANKS ON COAL 
Donbros Knitwear chose a coal-fired Multipa.c to 
supply 20,000 lb/hr of clean, economical steam-
power for process and heating duties. The fully-
automatic Multipac arrives complete with two 
Triumph Stokers, steam-tested and ready for 
immediate connection and commissioning by 
a Thompson Service Engineer. A neat package 
unit quickly and neatly installed! 
If you would like more proof of the sound economic value of Britain's best-
selling package boiler-and of the superb Mullipac Maintenance Service, write 
JOHN THOMPSON PACKAGE BOILER DIVISION, LILYBANK WORKS, 
LONDON ROAD, GLASGOW, E.1. 
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Makes a small claim 
that's pretty BIG! 
Ranco Thermostatic Radiator Valves are quite 
small in size and price (under £4 retail). But they 
do such a big job of temperature control they 
absolutely slash central heating fuel bills (easily 
20% or more). Adjustable over a range of 30°F. 
Ranco Valves automatically regulate individual 
room warmth and comfort. Temperatures are kept 
just right ... without any overheating that wastes 
fuel. Something your clients will cheer about! 
Another cheering thought ... Ranco Valves can 
be fitted to any type of radiator. No special kind of 
centra l heating system is required. So there's 
hope for everyone ! 
you and your clients will be sold on them. 
Thermal Radiators Limited · Falcon House • Wo odley 
Reading Berks Telephone Sonning 2621 
IRISH REPRESENTATIVES: 
If you're not already familiar with Ranco 
Thermostatic Radiator Valves. we suggest you 
send for details and technical literature. Once 
Heatovent Supply Co. (Mr. P. J. Noone) 
379 South Circular Road · Ria lto · Dublin 8 · Eire 
G. W. Monson & Sons (G. W. Monson Esq.) 
227 Beersbridge Road Belfast 5 N. Ireland 
Where purity is essen tial ... inst all 
VOKES 'ABSOLUTE' AIR FILTERS 
1. Vokes High 
Temperature 
'Absolute · filter. To 
withstand temperatures up to 1000' F. 
2. Vokes 'UNIPAK' system, available 
In many different sizes for a wide 
range of air volumes. 
3. The methylene blue test rig at 
Henley Park, headquarters of the 
Vokes Group. 
.. 
Vokes 'Absolute' air filters were developed for use in nuclear energy applications where 
inefficient filtration could lead to hazardous conditions for both equipment and 
personnel. Their outstanding performance (99.95 % efficiency against particles in the 
0.1-0.5 micron range) has quickly led to their adoption by laboratories, food processing 
plants, etc.-In fact, wherever a need for super efficiency filtration exists. F or 
further information please write for catalogue HJ . 
Variants of the 'Absolute' filter include Vokes 'Absolute' filters are tested in 
High Temperature High Humidity, and accordance with BSS.2831 on a methylene 
Acid Resistant types-all with a guaran- blue test rig. ~very filter is subj~cted to 
teed efficiency of 99.99 % against sub- a stream of a1; co~tam1~g par~JCles of 
micronic particles. 'Absolute' filters are methylene blue dust rangmg_ m slZe _from 
. . . 0.1 to 0.5 m1crons, and reJeCted 1f 1ts 
available as ~amster types usmg an all efficiency is less than 99.95 %. Vokes is the 
welded can 1 s t e r assembled between only British company to guarantee mini-
headers, and Vokes can also supply mum performance figures in this way and 
'UNIPAK' systems for housing several Vokes filters are therefore widely used in 
panels in easily- serviced, space- saving all applications which require scientific 
units. filtration. 
--------- --i 
1. 2. 3. 
Comprehensive literature covering all Vokes filters is available on request fro:rr the Sole Agents: 
THE LEINSTER ENGINEERING CO. LTD. VOKES 
158-159 Church Street, Dublin . 'Phon e 77093. 
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from page twenty-nine. 
The entire refractory swings clear in 
the rear head for ease of maintenance. 
Under normal operating conditions 
fire-tubes only requ.ire cleaning once 
a year. 
Marshall CB boilers areJ designed to 
burn any grade of fuel oil or gas. 
Before leaving the factory every boiler 
is fully tested under simulated site 
conditions and guaranteed to operate 
at a fuel to steam efficiency of 85 
per cent. Irish agents are Thermal 
(I.) Ltd. 
* * * MR. S. MURPHY (71, Slieve Rua 
Drive, Stillorgan, Co. Dublin) has 
DOHMSEAL 
ACENT IS 
APPOINTED 
been appointed sole 
agent in Ireland for 
·'Dohmseal" refrac-
tory coating. This 
preparation p r o -
tects refractory brickworks, linings in 
furnaces and boilers heated by hard 
fuels, fuel oil or gas, against slag at-
tack, heat erosion, carbon build-up, 
ftyash abrasion, spolling and chemical 
attack. 
Fou.r different grades of Dohmseal 
are available. Each grade functions 
with a definite range of temperatures 
for a specification recommended ap-
Instantaneous HOT 
plication. Application is done by dip-
ping the brick in the Dohmseal or by 
coating the brick with a brush. It 
is supplied ready for immediate use. 
The four grades available are: Stand-
ard grade, 700 °C--J200 °C; Zircon HT. 
grade, 1200°C-1650°C; Super Z 
grade, 300°-l550 °C; Super S grade, 
1200°C-1700°C. The manufacturers 
are Mellor Mineral Mills Ltd. (Stoke-
on-Trent). 
* * A SPECIAL su.b-committee has been 
set up by the Engineering and Scien-
COMMITTEE 
TO STUDY 
ATTENDANCE 
tific Association of 
Ireland to enquire 
into ways of stop-
ping the falling off 
in attendance of 
members at Association meetings. 
In the Association's annual report 
and journal an aeditorial notes 
that attendance figures at the meet-
ings have declined from an aver 
age of 23 in 1958 to J 5 last year. It 
adds: " If this decline continues there 
is the possibility that the invited 
guest will be faced with perhaps half-
a-dozen or Jess ... Obviously your 
WATER from steam-
storage without 
Cox Steam and Water Mixers deliver from 
50 to 24,000 gallons per hour. 
They operate with the highest efficiency at all pressures. 
Silent, efficient, compact and easy to install, replacing 
bulky and costly calorifiers. 
MODELS: 
* (1) BABY COX (~") for wash-basins, sinks, etc. 
* (2) JUNIOR COX 1-5 <i"-2") for process work, vats 
and general purposes. 
* (3) SENIOR• COX (2f'-8") for large volumes of hot 
water for process hot water supplies. 
NO TIME LAG - NO STORAGE - NO STEAM TRAPS 
NO LOSS OF CONDENSATION - NO MOVING 
PARTS TO GO WRONG 
~a?u~tu~ ~c~~!!~!~~!~!~~ 
Dept. IP.17, 14 Park Lane. Sheffield 10. # 
Tel.: 62483. Telegrams: "Heaters Sheffield" ::::---
Agents: r 
Halpin & aayward Ltd., Unity Buildings, 16-17 Lower O'Connell St., DUBLIN. T<:!l. 43270. 
Bedford Buildings, 7 Bedford St., BELFAST. Tel. 26343. 
Thirty-four 
e At the exhibition were 
(from left): Messrs B. 
G. Dalv; Myles R. McDon-
ald (N.E.T., Arklow); and 
Mr. W. Bond, Joint Mana-
ging Director Elliott Proces3 
Automation Ltd. 
SUCCESSFUL 
ELLIOTT 
AUTOMATION 
EXHIBITION £ LLlOTT-Automation last month 
presented the first major exhib-
ition and symposium on a·u.tomation 
to be held in Ireland. The Minister 
for Transoort and Power, Mr. 
Childers, opened the exhibition, while 
Mr. W. Bond, Joint Managing Direc-
tor of Elliott Process Automation 
Ltd., was present to receive him and 
conduct him round the exhibits. 
The exhibition consisted of con-
trols and instruments designed for use 
in a wide variety of automatic 
systems. In selecting these, particular 
consideration was given to the devel-
opment of Irish industry in relation 
to the Second Programme of Econ-
omic Expansion. 
The symposium was based on 
specialised films and papers presented 
by Elliott's experts. Subjects covered 
included power station instrumenta-
tion, boiler instrumentation, chemical 
and oil refining, fertilizer production, 
application of modern measuring and 
control techniques to food prodl!ction, 
temperature control in buildings, bulk 
handling techniques, on-line analytical 
instruments, automatic control valves 
and, last but by no means least, digi-
tal computer applications. 
The display of products, together 
with the discussion of their applica-
tion and integration into control 
systems for specific industries, pro-
vided an excellent opportunity for 
consideration o[ the S!Jecial needs of 
the industrial engineer in Ireland. 
Council could not under such c;rcum-
stances approach lecturers with con-
fidence and the standard of papers 
would decline." 
The editorial reports that the Asso-
ciation's financial position is " less ser-
ious." However, for the first time in 
Continued page thirty-six 
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ai1· di.f$fribution equ .ipn1e1tt 
EXTRUDED ALUMINIUM GRILLES 
WITH SECRET FASTEN lNG 
TROX BROTHERS L TO 238-240 Bethnal Green Road, London, E 2 
Agents for Ireland: W. Finucane & Co. 5 Upper Pembroke St. , DublinTel: 63634 
AUSTRIA • BELGIUM • FRANCE • HOLLAND • ITALY • SCANDINAVIA • SWITZERLAND • W. GERMANY 
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Froi1L./?.Qge th.irty-fow 
the history of the over 100 strong As-
sociation a slight deficit is shown in 
the annu.al report. 
"It is hoped that this will be a pass-
ing ,phase which will right itself dur-
ing the next twelve months," notes the 
report. Members are urged in the re-
port, to keep their subscriptions- they 
have not been raised since the Asso~ 
ciation was founded- up to date. 
Last year twelve new members joined 
the Association. 
* * AN entirely new range of boilers and 
heaters containing many new and 
interesting features 
NEW PAXMANhas been an-
801 LERS nounced by Davey, 
RANCE Paxman & Co., 
Ltd., of Colchester. 
To be known as the Paxman Au.ton-
omi~, .the boilers h_ave outputs. ranging 
from 1,500 lb./hr. to 6,000 lb./hr., and 
the heaters capacities from 500,000 
B.t.u ./hr. to 5,000,000 B.t.u.fhr. The 
smaller units in the range are capable 
of passing through an .ordinary 3' x 
6' 6" doorway, yet each one has an 
output far superior to that of any 
other contemporary unit of consider-
ably greater size. 
Although revolutionary in concept, 
Thirty-six 
the new Paxman Autonomic is at the 
same time a development along well-
established and well-proven lines. This 
point is an important one. The heaters 
are, in fact, conventional cylindrical 
shell heaters of three pass wetback 
construction and the boilers of two 
pass wetback construction with a 
single pass smokebox economiser in-
corporated in the packaged unit pro-
viding an overall efficiency normally 
expected from a three pass boiler. 
The features of the new range in-
clude the following:-Low price; small 
and compact in size; absolute mini-
mum of servicing; quiet in operation ; 
light foundation weight; oil-fired ver-
sions are capable of burning oil fuel 
up to 3,500 sees. Redwood No. I. 
In addition, the steam boilers ofl'er 
yery .rapjd .steam-raising from cold-
about eight minutes-comparable with 
that formerly achieved only in a shell 
type boiler. 
Constructed for standard working 
pressures of 65, 95 and 140 p .s.i.g., the 
new range of heaters is available in 
four sizes of frame, the difference 
between one frame size and another 
being in the number of tubes fitted. 
A spokesman for the Company said 
that they would be marketing the new 
range throughout the whole of Ire-
land. 
THE WANSON Company Ltd. (7 , 
Elstree Way, Borehamwood, Herts.) 
COMPACT 
INDUSTRIAL 
BOILER 
water boiler. 
recently announced 
a further expansion 
in their range of 
oroducts with the 
Thermobloc h o t 
This unit has been developed over 
many years and is widely used in 
Europe. Designed specifically for in-
dustrial central heating systems, it can 
equally well be used for su.pplying hot 
water in factories, canteens, cloak-
rooms, or for any installation requir-
ing a constant supply of hot water. 
Four basic sizes are available: GR.40, 
120,000 to 200,000 B.t.u.hr.; G.R.60, 
200,000 to 280,000 B.t.u. /hr. ; G.R.80, 
280,000 to 360,000 B.t.u./hr. , and 
G.R.125, rated at 500,000 B.t.u .jhr. 
Overall height of the smallest model 
is 49 in. , and 78 in. for the largest 
model, making a compact unit for 
their rating. 
Based on a vertical smoke tube de-
sign, the Thermobloc water boiler has 
a refractory lined combustion cham-
ber. The combustion chamber design 
and smoke tube arrangement permit 
the use of the standard oil , or gas-
burning ·u.nits which are used on Ther-
mobloc Universal air healers. 
Irish agents are Forfix (L.) Ltd . 
(55 Mary St., Dublin). 
e The Paxman Model 30E w1th 
covers removed. 
--------------------
An igloo or mud hut ? Not likely. But in case the 
impossible happens, you can rely on Aerobord to 
turn client's folly into a haven of comfort. Aero-
bard, the versatile featherlight insulating material 
that makes civilised places habitable. And clients 
happy. 
FACTS ABOUT AEROBORD: As thermal insulation 
1" thickness of Aerobord is equivalent to: 1.2" glass 
wool, 1.25" cork slab, 1.5" mineral wool, 1.8" softboard, 
2.25" vermiculite, 2.5" wood wool cement slab, 3" straw-
board, 3.5" asbestos insulating board, 6" vermiculite 
p!aster, 40" brickwork, 50" concrete. 
Manufactured in Ireland by 
SOUTHERN CHEMICALS LIMITED, ASKEATON 
AEROBORD 
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THE 6th annual Convention and 
Exhibition of Heating, Air Con-
ditioning, Refrigeration and Sanitary 
equipment was held last month in 
Milan at the huge Fiera. 
The first overall impression was of 
immense space. Corridors between 
exhibits were almost as wide as the 
stands, and although the floor-to-
ceiling height of each of the four ex-
hibition halls was considerable, there 
w.as not. the feeling of wasted Olym -
ptan hetghts associated with Hevac. 
This comparison is probably unfair, 
since the various buildings in Milan 
were only completed between 1959 and 
1961, and the entire Fiera Campanaria 
area is specifically devoted to the Mil-
anese perpetuation of exhibitions, 
Trade fairs and _2eneral mardi ifaS. 
In fact, the Milan exhibition boasts 
approximately 100,000 sq. ft. floor 
area (grolllnd floor only), of which 
about one half is taken up with 
stands. There are 630 stand spaces, 
and these were taken up by 2)0 ex-
hibitors. Apparently many aspiring 
exhibitors had to be refused this year, 
although plans are ready for further 
extensions of space in 1966. Jn 1964, 
49,000 visitors were recorded which 
is coincidentally close to th; 43,000 
visitors claimed for Hevac, 1964. A 
further coincidence lies in the same 
number of exhibitors (250 at Hevac, 
1964), and there the similarity ends 
since the 250 exhibitors at Olympi~ 
took up 90,000 square feet of net 
stand space. 
April, 1965. 
1 THE EXHIBITIONS 
ALLAN CAVINDER gives an eye witness account of the 6th 
Milan Heating, Air l;onditioning, Refrigeration and Sanitary 
Equipment Exhjbjtion. 
0 VERALL IMPRESSION 
OF IMMENSE SPACE 
So much for space-what about the 
exhibitors? 
A plethora of air conditioning 
units. The writer's count indicated 
43 different makes of unit, mainly the 
packaged room conditioner type, but 
including several large tonnage indus-
trial plants. Familiar names were 
Carrier, Dunham-Bush, Trane and 
York. Running a close second came 
34 different makes of oil burner-
again of all types, but primarily 
pressure-jet, with a few L.P. and M.P. 
air burners, and apparently only one 
wall-flame burner which, naturally 
enough, formed part of a boiler-burner 
unit. Emphasis seems to have been 
placed on aesthetics in this battle of 
the burners, and first thoughts of 
Daleks or Japanese motor cycles were 
inevitably disproved. This aim for 
"shape," however, has encouraged re-
thinking in the working design of the 
units, so that the traditional arrange-
ment of the motor at right-angles to 
the blllrner-tube is being replaced by 
a totally ·' in-line" assembly. 
Controls and instrumentation were 
well represented (31 exhibits, includ-
ing American-Standard, Billman, Dan-
foss, Honeywell, Landis & Gyr, 
Samson and Satchwell), as also were 
radiators, with 30 different makes on 
view. One was surprised to see so 
many cast-iron models, and the com-
paratively poor standard of some of 
the pressed steel types, but with so 
many makes to inspect and criticise 
this is probably understandable. Wha~ 
was surprising to the writer however 
was the dearth of convector~, and pos~ 
stbly there is room for an export drive 
by some of the U.K. manufacturers 
in this field. 
DoMESTIC boilers (29) and indus-
trial boilers (also 29) made one feel at 
home, particularly with the Power-
matic and Steambloc so well shown. 
Baths, basins and Bogs were also well 
to. the fore, and naturally so, since 
thts aspect of building services is 
specifically included in the exhibition . 
. Similarly, warm air units, mainly 
01l-fired, took plenty of space, and it 
was pleasing to see the Liescotherm 
and the Wanson units well displayed. 
Oddly enough, grilles and dttfusers 
were Slllrprisingly few and far be-
tween, and consisted almost entirely 
of such familiar names as Anemostat 
Titus, Trox, Waterloo, and the Har~ 
& Cooley and Tuttle t:f Bailey range 
shown on the Europair (Van den 
Bosch) stand. 
Insulation was also sparsely re-
presented, the main names again being 
r_ecognisable-Armstrong Cork, Gus-
It~ and Bacon, and Owens-Corning 
Ftber?las. Independent air filters of 
a_ll kmds received little prominence, 
etther. The Aeromac-Eurooair elec-
Continued overlea{ 
t!!t Pictured here on the Van den Bosch 
Europair Stand at the Exhibition is {'ur 
(be~rded) Milan correspondent. Mr. All-an 
Cavtndcr. Mr. Cavinder has recently been 
appointed General Manager of Van den 
Bosch Ltd. in the U .K. 
Thirty-seven 
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Ironic filter was one of two such 
types displayed, and washable and 
throw-away filters and filter media 
were again largely the concern of the 
Europair stand. 
Impressions of Milan 
Prenger ceilings were shown by 
Zent-Frenger of Milan, and among 23 
fan exhibitors it was possible to see 
Sturtevant, Tootal and Vent-Axia. 
Fuel display was surprisingly lim-
ited to one exhibitor-Centro Com-
bustibili Solidi. Other types of pro-
duct on view were Coils, Dust Col-
lectors, Domestic I{eaters (mainly 
derosene), Domestic Water Heaters, 
Tools and Fixing methods, Valves and 
Fittings, Ducting and accessories, 
Plllmps and Unit Heaters. 
IF the products on dis!)lay at an 
exhibition of this sort are indicative 
of the type of installation predomin-
ant in that particular country, then 
one could draw the conclusion that 
Italy is primarily concerned with air-
conditioning, and that "warm-air" as 
we know it in the U.K. for domestic 
purposes is hardly developed. Dom-
estic requirements seem to be largely 
met by a/c room units, or alternat-
ively by small-bore radiator installa-
tions or independent kerosene heaters. 
Refrigeration seems well developed, as 
one would expect in a land with such 
enviable conditions of climate, par-
ticularly in the South. Zanussi is a 
name to be reckoned with in the 
from previous page 
domestic refrigerator market, not just 
in Italy but also throughout El!J'rope, 
which absorbs 65 per cent. of its pro-
duction. It is perhaps of interest to 
note that Hoovers have recently com-
pleted an agreement with Zanussi to 
supply five refrigerator models for the 
British market. 
Along with the exhibition was a 
milti-lingual Convention on Air Con-
ditioning. This was divided into five 
sections, as follows:-
!. The present state and new trends 
in air conditioning plants and re-
frigerations equipment. Eleven 
speakers in this session included 
Mario Constantino (humidity), 
Gian Felice Bertolini (some con-
siderations on the flexibility of 
induction type installations), and 
Albert Van Beveren (diffusion of 
air in conditioning plants). 
2. Air conditioning and transport: Sea, 
Air, Road and Rail. Three speak-
ers, including Signor Vergani on 
" Air Conditioning the TSS 
' Oceanic.'" 
3. NeW. air-conditioning plants in 
1964. Five speakers on this sub-
ject. 
4. Air conditioning in special rooms, 
particularly hospitals. This sub-
ject was dealt with by seven speak-
ers, including OUJr own Mr. J. H. 
R. Hampson of Dagenham (late 
Steensen, Varming and Mulcahy, 
Edinburgh), who spoke on " Air 
Conditioning installations in oper-
ating theatres." 
5. Air conditioning in industrial build-
ings. This final session had three 
speakers, amongst them being Dr. 
Marc Herman of the Aeromac-
Europair group who spoke on 
" Electrostatic filters in industrial 
plants." 
U NFORTUNATELY, instantaneous 
translations were made only in Italian 
French and German, so one was par-
ticularly attentive to Mr. Hampson! 
This regrettable omission of our 
mother tongue may well be a reflec-
tion on the meagre support we in the 
U.K. offered this venture. 
Finally, two comments on the ex-
hibition which one trusts will impress 
the organisers of Hevac, 1966. How 
pleasant to have cloakrooms and elim-
inate this dragging around of mack-
intoshes and personal impedimenta, 
and how agreeable to be able to sit 
down and relax worn feet as the 
larynx is lubricated! 
Thanks For Asking ••• 
Yes, we have almost every size of cast iron heating 
boiler you need . . . in stock . . . 
and STEEL COLUMN RADIATORS, too 
(phone Jimmy- he can maybe get them out same 
day) in all sizes and number of sections. 
Telephone 693940 and 693943. Telegrams Quadrant Dublin. 
QUADRANT ENGINEERS 
167 STRAND ROAD, MERRION GATES, SANDYM OUNT, DUBLIN 4. 
Sole Agents for BUDERUS Boilers and Radiators 
Thirty-eight 42
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SURELY few of the 190,000 visi-
tors who fi led through the huge 
Frankfurt fairground during the eight 
days of (be International Sanitary and 
Hleating Technique Exhibition the11e 
would hardly disagree with the ex-
hibition official who told me: " Th1s 
is one of the world's most ' inclusive ' 
exhibitions." 
Think of it- a total of 738 exhibi-
tors, including the 106 from abroad, 
spread over 75,000 square meters of 
Frankfurt am Main exhibition 
ground. 
While there was a definite language 
barrier to be overcome, the organisa-
tion and presentation of the exhibition 
could hardly be faulted. Full marks 
to the organisers for the highly suc-
cessful general presentation of the 
exhibition, the presence of practically 
all producers of market significance 
and the clear organisation of the sep-
arate technical branches into the nine 
exhibition halls. 
On the whole both visitors and ex-
hibitors alike seemed pleased. A poll 
taken among the German exhibitors 
on the eve of closure showed 93.2 per 
cent. satisfied with the general course 
of business. 
April, 1965 . 
2 THE EXHI BI TIONS 
An I. P.H.E. cor1 ·espondent reports from the Interna t ion a l 
Sanita ry r& Heating Technique Exhibit ion in rFrankfurt this 
month. 
FRANKFURT'S BIG- 138 
EXHIBITORS- EXHIBITION 
H owEVER, not qL"i te so pleased 
were the exhibitors from outside the 
Federal Republic. Here the corres-
ponding figure was 77.2 per cent., 
which, nonetheless, re,!)resents a not-
able achievement. 
Heating technique constituted the 
most extensive sector. Three of the 
halls were occupied by exhibits under 
this heading with a fourth housing a 
special display on gas heating tech-
nique. 
For instance, in the field of heat-
ing alone, in the narrowest meaning 
of this designation, more than 180 
e Inside-738 exhibitors and 75,000 
· square meters of exhibition ground. 
German and foreign firms were re-
presented. 
There was also a good coverage of 
the sanitary field with many inno-
vations in installation design and the 
wide range of fixtures shown. 
H ERE I should mention that while 
touring the ball devoted to exhibitors 
of pipes and pipe fittings one of the 
leading German firms there expressed 
interest in establishing links with 
the market here. 
Agents and merchants interested in 
handling the range of pipe clamps, 
hose connections and jointing pieces 
e A view of manufactured by R a s m u s s e n 
exhibits in the G M B H d h 
section devoted to · · . . un er . t ~ brand name 
the sanitary field. Norma should wnte direct to the firm 
at Frankfurt A.M.- Fechenheim, 
Willmannstrasse 6, West Germany. 
The items of particular relevance to 
Irish markets I noted as follows:-
HEATERS-CENTRAL HEATING-
(a) Hans Grobe KG ., Friedrid Grobe, 
Grobe Thermostat ; (b) Rankewerk 
(baths, etc.); (c) Hackettal (Wicu-
Thermo Tube) ; (d) Strebelwerk (Rad-
iators and Boilers) ; (e) Dr. Todoroff 
('Konus' Boilers) ; (f) Grebauer & 
Lehruer (Herz-Ag Radiator Valves) ; 
(g) Kosmos (Valves, etc.); (h) Buderus 
(Boilers and Sanitary Ware) ; (i) Loewe-
Pumpenfabrik (Pumps); (j) Dansk 
Stoker & Varmekedel Kompagni 
THE MARKET IS YOURS 
Agencies available over all Ireland (32 Counties) for Irish manufactured 
Heating appliances. Please apply in confidence, giving full particulars of 
present organisation, heating installation and service experience, trade 
reference, etc., to Box No. 33, Irish Plumbing and Heating Engineer, 13/ 15 
Dame Street, Dublin, 2. 
(Boilers-Industria l). 
Thirty-nine 
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DRYING APPARATUS 
AND OVENS 
Efficient heat supply is 
a principal objective 
D RYING in a broad sense encom-
passes the removal of water and 
occasionally other liquids from gases, 
solids or liquids. The more common 
usage of the word confines the mean-
ing principally to the removat of 
water or solvent from solids by the 
thermal means. The term de-
hu.midification is that applied to the 
drying of gases and distillation of 
liquids. 
The main object of a dryer is the 
removal of water from wet material. 
It is usually more economical to use 
mechanical means, if possible, to 
separate as much water as is practic-
able from the solid materials before 
drying begins or dehydration. The 
mechanical means used are filtration, 
screening, pressing, centrifuging, etc. 
Settling takes much longer, but re-
quires less power and capital outlay, 
thus making the removal of the water 
cheaper. 
M ECHANISM of D rying: When the 
solid drys, two fu.ndamental opera-
tions take place: the transfer of heat 
to evaporate the liquid and the trans-
fer of moss as vapour and internal 
liquid. These two operations or pro-
cesses take place simultaneously. 
In any commercial drying problem 
a principal objective is to supply the 
required heat in the most efficient 
manner. So heat transfer may occur 
by conduction, convection or radiation 
or by any combination of all three. 
The various types of industrial dryers 
may be shown to differ fundamentally 
in respect of the method used for 
transferring heat to the solid; gener-
ally heat must flow first to the outer 
surface of the solid and then into 
the interior. An exception is drying 
with high frequency electrical cu.r-
rents where heat is produced or gener-
ated within the solid, producing a 
higher temperature at the interior 
than at the surface and consequently 
causing heat to flow from inside the 
Forty 
solid to the outer surface. 
Mass transfer in drying occurs as 
liquid or vapour flow, or both, with-
in the solid and as vapour flow from 
the external wet surfaces. The nature 
of liquid concentration gradients in 
solids during drying depends on the 
mechanism of internal liqu,id flow and 
this mechanism in turn depends to a 
large extent upon the physical and 
chemical characteristics of the solid 
being dried. 
Drying Time-Determination: In 
most drying problems it is necessary 
to obtain the drying time of a par-
ticular material. The three general 
methods used are listed in order of 
preference:-
(a) Conducst test in a laboratory dryer 
simulating conditions in the com-
mercial machine or obtain per-
formance data directly from the 
commercial machines. 
(b) If the specific material is not 
available, obtain drying data on 
similar material by either of the 
above methods. 
(c) Estimate drying time from the 
theoretical equations. 
Drying Methods and Equipment: 
Drying systems are sometimes classi-
fied according to the method of heat 
transfer that is employed, since the 
entire problem of drying resolves it-
self into individual problems of heat 
transfer and the thermodynamics of 
air and water vapour. The methods 
ofi heat transfer are radiation, con-
vection and conduction. Many types 
of dryers have been built on these 
princinl"• for __:!ifft;rent purposes. 
BOTH T H IS MONTH'S 
SPECIAL REVIEW 
ARTICLES WERE 
COMPILED BY J. L • 
•••••••• FITZGERALD, B·~C· 
THE selection of dryers is usua ll y a 
compromise between mechanical de-
sign, heat efficiency, quality and pro-
duct loss. A systematic procedu.re is 
often justified when selecting a dryer 
for a given purpose; such a procedure 
will consist of:-
(a) Survey of suitable dryer. 
(b) Preliminary cost estimates of var-
ious types: 
(i) Initial investment; 
(ii) Operating cost. 
(c) Drying tests should be conducted 
in prototype or laboratory units 
of the most promising equipment 
available . 
(d) Summary of tests to evaluate qual-
ity and samples of the dried 
product. 
R ADIANT Drying: Radiating sur-
faces heated by steam, electrically or 
other means afford a good method of 
heat distribution and control. Radiant 
heating sets up convection currents 
and so in low temperature drys only 
about one-third to one half of the 
total. Heat for evaporation is ac-
tually supplied to the material by 
radiation. At high temperatures the 
relation output increases rapidly, ac-
cording to fourth power low. The 
total radiation may be computed by 
equations and tables, as found in 
approved guide and data books. Gen-
erally fins and irregular su.rfaces do 
not increase radiation, hence the area 
to be used in calculations is the area 
of smooth surface envelope enclosing 
the radiating elements. A certain 
amount of air circulation is required 
through a radiat dryer in order to 
carry off vapour or radiant heat from 
infra red lamps which have been ac-
cepted by certain industries as prac-
ticable for their specific industries. 
Proof of successful application is 
found in the drying of lacquers. 
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DRYING 
APPARATUS 
AND OVENS 
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Conduction Drying: Drums or dry-
ing rolls and immersion heaters are 
examples of the direct contact method. 
The most important factor is close 
contact of the material with the heat-
ing surface. Agitation is sometimes 
required to prevent overheating and 
to increase uniformity. 
Convection Drying: The general type 
convection dryer is composed of an 
air conditioning system, material 
handling system, and the housing for 
the dryer. The source of heat is the 
heated air or other gases circulated 
in the dryer. The rotary type dryer 
is of the cylindrical drum type and it 
can be heated directly or indirectly. 
The air circulation may be parallel 
or counterflow; a variation is the 
rotation Iaure type dryer, which intro-
duces the air beneath the flights, thus 
securing very close contact. Other 
convection dryers are those of both 
types such as the Cabinet and com-
partment dryers. Finally it should be 
mentioned that special safety features 
must be designed into the dryer to 
safeguard against failme of the drying 
cycles. Such precautions are, e.g., an 
air flow failure switch located in the 
exhaust duct, which should shut off 
the exhaust fan and the supply fan 
as well or the heating coil, and finally 
sound an alarm bell in the event of 
air pressure in the exhaust duct. 
LASTLY, to mention other types of 
dryers available, are tunnel dryers, 
which can be of the continuau.s type; 
spray dryers are 'Uosed generally in 
production of dried milk, coffee, 
soaps, detergents, etc. 
Freeze Dryin~:: Freeze drying is well 
known to-day, especially in the frozen 
foods field and in the pharamaceutical 
field, with particular reference to dry-
ing blood plasma and penicillin, since 
the products are extremely heat resist-
ive. There are other systems of dry-
ing but space does not allow us to 
describe these but mention them; 
drying jn superheated vapour atmos-
pheres, flash drying, agitated bed dry-
ing, etc. 
April, 1965. 
The new 
Davidson 
drier. 
New two-stage drier 
from Davidson 
T"IS compact, versatHe two-stage drier, introduced by Davidson & Co. 
Limited (Sirocco Engineering Works, Belfast) offers importan~ advant-
ages for the drying of grain crops, grass seed and cattle feeding products. 
The unit-it has a substantially increased output over previous types-is the 
latest in the range of Sirocco endless chain pressure driers. 
The associated air heater can be arranged for oil or solid fuel firing and 
completely automattc oil-fired heat exchangers are also available. Steam 
heaters can be fi(~ed when necess'lry. 
Davidson's agents in the Republic are E. C. Handcock Ltd. (17, Fleet 
Street, Dublin, 2). 
Kosangas 
lor use in 
Drying ovens 
Propane Gas is now accepted as an ideal fuel for firing fixed or 
continuous Stoving Ovens. KOSANGAS is particularly useful 
where critical temperatures and exact finish are necessary. 
Panel Units are specially designed to provide upward or down-
ward infra-red radiation and may be used with a horizontal 
conveyor. An even temperature (max. 6so°F) is available over 
whole panel area; this enables large objects painted in pastel 
shades to he dried to an f'"eP. colouc a!~ ove•. Tne products of 
combustion are discharged from top of each panel into heated 
zone and add a useful convection component. The panel units 
can be assembled to any angle for oven building purposes. 
Drying Ovens, suited for firing with KOSANGAS, use the 
circulated air principle. They also are finely adjustable to give 
accurate temperatures and finish. 
Continental drying apparatus of many types for other special 
applications are available. 
All this equipment is stocked by KOSANGAS and demonstra-
tions will be gladly arranged. 
Why pay more for your fuel than you need to ? 
Compare these gas prices. Normal retail prices of Kosangas are 
only: 73lb. Propanc . .. 45 / -; 24 lb. Propane ... I7/-; II lb. 
Propane ... 11/-. 
Forty-oue 
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e One of the new Matthews & Yates 
air heaters with four passes of tubes 
for use with low, medium or high 
temperature hot water. 
New 
heater 
. 
air 
range A range of new C!done plate-fin~ed 
air heaters sUitable for heating, 
air conditioning and process heating 
instaUa1ions bas been introduced b) 
Matthews & Yates Ltd. (Swinton, 
Manchester). Two basic versions 
are available, one designed for use 
with low, medium or high tempera-
ture hot water, and the other for 
use with steam at pressures up to 
100 lb.fsq. in. 
Both versions are manufactured in 121 
standard sizes, ranging, in 6 in. in-
crements, from 12 in. x 12 in. to 
72 in. x 72 in., thus giving a very 
wide range of duth:-s. Larger cap-
acity heaters of any size are ob-
tained by building up standard units 
verticaUy and horizontally. 
ThQ heaters can be supplied with 
copper or aluminium finned tubes. 
The cheaper, aluminium finned units 
are for use in atmospheres free 
from corro-sive ('Urnes and have been 
designed to give the same outputs 
as the eqnivalent coppEr finned 
units. All heaters are steam tested 
to a pressure of 100 lb./sq. in. and 
hydraulically tested to 800 lb./sq. in. 
before despatch. Heaters can be 
tested to 1000 lb./sq. in. if required. 
Forty-two 
DON'T 
RISK 
MEN'S 
LIVES 
In the interests of public safety, the E.S.B. has 
statutory authority to prohibit the erection of buildings 
and structures within twenty-five yards on either side 
of the E.S.B. lines. Should such buildings be necessary, 
the Board should be given, in writing, two months 
notice of such intention in or:ler that the feasibility of 
such buildings may be investigated. 
The Board has also issued repeated warnings to 
farmers and other operators of special equipment to 
exercise care in the use of high machinery near E.S.B. 
lines. 
The ignoring of such regulations and warnings has 
caused a number of accidents, and in the last five years 
six of these accidents were fatal. 
When work becomes necessary adjacent to E.S.B. 
lines, local E.S.B. staff will, in the interests of public 
safety, make arrangements so that the work can be 
done in safety. 
PROTECT LIFE 
STAY CLEAR OF ELECTRIC POWER LINES 
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April, 1965 . 
a rev1ew 
of heating 
costs 
We continue here serialisation 
of a paper presented by 
Mr. T. Illingworth, A.M.I.H.V.E., 
A.M.I.E.E., F.I.E.S., to the jnaugural 
meeting of the Irish Sub-Committee 
of the Institution 
of heating and ventilating engineers. 
THE hour degree method of aver-
age load estimation is therefore 
considered more flexible in applica-
tion than the degree day, and it is 
proposed to revise the figures orign-
ally based on records from Greenwich 
Observatory and the practice of design 
on a minimum outside temperature of 
32° in accordance with meteorological 
data available for this country and 
present design practice of designing 
on a minimum of 30° with a 35 ° 
rise. For this purpose, and for gen-
eral work on heating, a Synthetic 
Year has been compiled based on the 
data published by the School of Cos-
mic Physics, Dublin Institute of Ad-
vanced Studies, and is made up of the 
data available for those months dur-
ing the past ten years whose tempera-
ture record most closely approximates 
a monthly mean from 1906-1935. The 
variations of the Synthetic Year from 
the Average are as follows:-
January, = .4; February, = .9; 
March, Nil; April, = .3; May, = .1; 
June, Nil; July, = .1; August, +1.1; 
September, Nil; October, = .3; Nov-
ember, +.7; and December, +.5. 
APART from temperature, the re-
cord also gives relative data regarding 
barometric pressure, wind direction 
and speed, cloud, precipitation, dura-
tion of sunshine and solar radiation, 
together with humidity, and thus 
forms a comprehensive record of met-
eorological data applicable to heating 
problems. 
The average temperature between 
the middle of September and the 
middle of October, i.e., the standard 
heating season, is, according to the 
data available from the Synthetic 
Year, 45.86 degrees, representing an 
average load of 54.7% for day heat-
ing, based on a maximum perfor-
mance of 65° inside with 30° outside, 
i.e., a 35° rise. 
It is noted that on the above basis, 
the theoretical load requirement for 
providing heating in offices occupied 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. five days per 
week, excluding the heating up period 
is equivalent to the operation of the 
heating system at a load equivalent 
to the design heat loss for a period of 
744 hou.rs per annum . 
These figures provide the basis for 
the practical calculation of the aver-
age load and fuel consumotion on 
heating systems, but it must be borne 
in mind that a considerable variation 
can take place between the same 
months of different years and between 
the total heat requirements from year 
to year due to variations in the aver-
age temperature. 
In January, 1963, the requirement 
for heating, based on hour degree 
calculations was 28.75% greater than 
the normal requirements for this 
month based on the Synthetic Year 
whilst the relevant figures for the par-
ticularly mild November experienced 
last year showed a reduction in the 
theoretical heat demand of 10.5 %. 
If it were possible or desirable to 
design a heating system which could 
provide the precise amount of heat 
required only during the hours of 
occupation with instant heating up, 
and a plant efficiency of I 00%, i.e., 
with the characteristics of a lighting 
installation, then the practical require-
ment for heating would be eoual to 
the theoretical requirements ~alcul­
ated on the hOIU.r degree basis, but in 
practice it is necessary to orovide in 
addition for the time requir;d to reach 
the designed temperature after the 
starting up of the heating system, to 
make allowance for the efficiency of 
the plant and to provide for any 
standby losses such as occur in the 
case of boilers banked overnight. 
THE ratio between the theoretical 
heat input required per annum dur-
ing the hours of occuoation to main-
tain the required temp-erature and the 
actual heat input as represented by 
the calorific value of the fuel bu;rnt 
or electricity used over the period of 
the heating season is a direct indica-
tion of the performance efficiency 
of the heating system. 
The beating up time of the system 
is the time that elapses from the 
starting up of the system until the re-
quired internal temperature has been 
attained and, in the case of L.P.H.W. 
installations, is dependent upon the 
boiler power available, the water 
equivalent of the system, the average 
heat emission during this period and 
time required to raise the temperature 
of the air in the building. 
THE water equivalent of an 
L.P.H.W. system is the weight of 
water in the installation plus the mass 
of metal in radiators and pipework 
multiplied by the specific heat of the 
metal, all of which has to be raised 
to the operating temperatu.re to ob-
tain the required heat emission. The 
weight and contents of heating mains 
and branches will depend upon the 
design and layout of each particular 
installation, and must be calculated 
individually for each case. The water 
equivalent of radiators varies from 
1.125 lbs. per square foot of radiator 
surface in the case of steel radiators 
and cast iron radiators of the multi-
column type to 3 lbs. per square foot 
in the case of older type radiators. 
The water equivalent of boilers aver-
ages 360 lbs. per 100,000 B.t.u. cap-
acity. 
With the above data it is possible 
to estimate the water equivalent for 
any particular system and it is noted 
that whereas in the case of a green-
house heating system with 4" pipes the 
water equivalent is 5.39 lbs. per square 
foot, in a well designed system using 
pump circulation and modern small 
water content radiators a figure of 
3.5 can be achieved without excessive 
pipe resistance. 
The heating up time for any system 
can be calculated by equating the 
boiler output during that time to the 
water equivalent multiplied by the 
temperature rise of the water plus the 
Continued overleaf 
Forty-three 
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average heat emission from radiators 
and pipework dming the period. This 
is expressed by the formula:-
Bx = 45% E + (We X Tr) . 
B the available output per hour 
from the boiler, 
x the heating up time, 
E the designed emission from the 
radiators, 
We = the water equivalent in lbs., 
Tr = the temperature rise of the water 
required. 
Applying the above formula to prac-
tice it is noted that in the case of an 
installation in which the boiler out-
put is only just equivalent to the heat 
emission the time required to attain 
100 degree rise in water temperature 
from cold wouJd be 3.8 hours at full 
load. If a margin of 25 % is allowed 
on boiler capacity, this will drop to 
3.14 hours: at 33% boiler margin the 
time falls to 1.62 hours. lf a I 00 % 
margin were available on boiler power 
the heating up time would be reduced 
to 1.35 hours. From the above, it 
would appear provident to allow for 
a 50 % boiler margin to provide reas-
onably rapid heating up and this is 
borne out by practical experience, the 
tendency in modern design being to 
provide ample boiler power for this 
purpose. 
IN calculating the heating u.p time 
for practical purposes allowance 
should be made for the reduction of 
average boiler outpu.t to 50 % during 
the starting up time, i.e., the time 
taken for the boiler to reach full out-
put. For oil burning and semi-
automatic anthracite, coal or turf 
burning installations the starting up 
time can be taken as 15 minutes, but 
in the case of hand fired installations 
this can be from 30 to 45 minutes, 
and the heating up time should be 
extended by 50% of this period. 
As the average outpu.t for' day heat-
ing is only 54.7% of the maximum 
it is not necessary to raise the system 
temperature the full 100° except in 
cold weather. To provide an output 
of 547% in the case of a radiator 
system the water temperature would 
be about 63° above room tempera-
ture. The average load during heat-
ing up might, therefore, be taken as 
63% of full load for this period as 
the heating up time will remain con-
stant throughout the season, the plant 
Forty-four 
being started at the same time each 
day under a time switch or manu.al 
control. In practice plant is started 
up at 7 a.m. to provide heating in 
buildings occupied by 9 a.m., and in 
severe weather design temperatures 
are not obtained until the buildings 
have been in occupation for some 
time. This is allowed for by the 
office act which stipulates that the 
mandatory minimum temperature of 
63 ° shall be attained within one hour 
after the commencement of work. 
On LPHW installations, using hand 
fired boilers, it is necessary to bank 
overnight and experience shows that 
the consumption of fuel for this pur-
po~e represents an additional 20° 
of that used dming the heating up 
and occupational periods. 
IN addition to the time taken to 
reach the required system operating 
temperature, there is the time taken to 
heat the air in the room so that the 
necessary air temperature is reached. 
The heating of the air in the room 
during the heating-up period is depen-
dent upon the rate of air change and 
the convection component of the heat 
emission during this period. Assum-
ing that 80 % of the heat emission is 
by convection as in the case of an 
average radiator system, then, pro-
vided that the air change during the 
heating-up period does not exceed 
36% of that allowed for in the heat 
loss calculations, i.e., 30% of the 
average heat emission durmg this per-
iod, then the air will have reached 
the required temperature by the time 
that the heating up period has been 
completed. 
It is, therefore, obviou.s that it is 
necessary that the air change should 
be kept at a minimum during this 
time. In the case of systems depen-
dent chiefly upon radiation as in the 
case of ceiling panels, where only one-
third of the heat emission is by con-
Kennedy Hall 
~ Kennedy Memorial Hall 
in Dublin will be heated by 
hiJtb-pressure hot water from a 
~ntral boilerhouse, with warm-
air inlets and outlets (probably 
inward at side walls and out at 
ceiJing level). Design of these 
and of the attendant ducting is 
being specially studied to elimin-
ate both " ventilation hum " and 
sound leakage in from outside. 
e Typhoon upward-discharge units. 
Development in 
ventilator design 
A MAJOR breakthrough! in powered 
ventilator design bas beeo achieved 
by making the non-return shutters 
conform to the vortex pattern of 
air as it leaves a fan. 
This is what makes the new powered 
range of Hurricane and Typhoon 
ventilators, announced by Colt Ven· 
tilation & Heating Ltd., economical 
to install-the smaller number of 
ventilators needed cuts capital costs, 
wiring, maintenance and running 
costs. 
The Typhoon upward-discharge units, 
pictured here, for part of the new 
range, cut dramatically the number 
of ventilators needed for an installa· 
tion because they can handle up io 
twice the capacity of a standard unit 
of previously comparable size. 
vection, the rate of heating up will be 
considerably slower than in the case 
of radiator systems with their higher 
percentage of convection, and in the 
case of convectors designed for forced 
air circulation, the heating up time of 
the air will be reduced to a minimum . 
From the above it seems reasonable 
to allow a heating-up period of 2{ 
hours and on this basis it is possible 
to calculate the actual heat outout of 
the system by adding the equivalent 
full load heating up time to the 
equivalent full load operating time. 
Applying the average plant efficiency 
to the total heat requirements estim-
ated on the above basis, the total heat 
input per annum can be calculated 
allowing for the standby losses in the 
case of band-fired systems banked 
overnight, and the resultant heat re-
quirements converted into fuel costs 
based on the calorific value of fuel 
and the cost per unit, i.e., gallons or 
tons. 
Next month we will continue with 
an example of load calculation. 
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Let us quote you lor Boilers by 
B.S.A., HOTSPUR, WILSON, CRANE, IDEAL, POTTERTON 
TRIANCO, GRAHAM STEWART, and others 
Heoting · Controls & Devites lttl. 
Smooth Bore Tubular construction. 
Outlets can be turned through 220°. 
A two-piece trap at a one-piece price. 
Outlet on 'S' trap turned to inlet forms 
a through-bore bottle trap. 
Frost and damage resisting. 
Light weight = lower transportation costs. 
Manufactured oy :-
THE DU BOIS COMPANY LIMITED 
15 Britannia Street, London, W.C.1 
Telephone No.: TERminus 6624-5. Telegraphic Address: " Bleitrap, London." 
Published by Irish Trade and Technical Publications Ltd., Callaghan Chambers, 13-15 Dame St Dublin 2 
Printed by The Greyhound and Sporting Press Ltd., Davis Road, Clonmel. ·• ' · 
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RURAL 
WATER SUPPLIES 
PRIVATE SCHEMES - GROUP SCHEMES - REGIONAL SCHEMES 
Visit R-.D.S. 
STAND No. 242 
Serpentine Hall 
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AQUADARE PUMPS 
100% Irish design and manufacture. 
Water under pressure at all outlets. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 
HYDRODARE 
POL YTHENE TUB INC 
Manufactured to B.S. 19721 1953 
(amended '61) and thus approved 
for all Grant-aided water supplies. 
'' HYDRODARE H.D. 
High density polythene tubing to 
B.S. 3284 / 1961 in classes B, C and D. 
'' UNIDARE HARD 
P.V.C. PIPE 
2"-6" in classes B, C and D. 
AQUADARE PUMPS* HYDRODARE POLYTHENE TUBING* UNIDARE Hard P.V.C. Pipe 
Completely manufactured by 
UNIDARE LIMITED 
TilDE MARl UNIDDRE LIMITED. UNIDDRE WORKS, FINGLDS, DUBLIN . IRELAND. TELEPHONE 71801 ( 13 LINES) 
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